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Abstract

Microstrip antennas and arrays are widely used antenna technology in the frequency range of 1 GHz to 100 GHz. Microstrip antennas are simple and compact, and with current printed circuit technologies they are easy to manufacture. They are used in various applications such as; satellite communications, biomedical, mobile phone technology, radar, wireless local area networks and many other applications. This research focuses on developing a microstrip antenna to be used in an array that operates in a dual-band frequency range. The long term aim of this research is to develop an antenna array which can be used for the application of breast cancer detection.

Two dual-band antenna elements are developed for this research and the antenna elements are arranged in a 2×2 array. Each antenna array has been designed and manufactured on a Rogers 4003 substrate. The design of the antenna elements were such that it operated in the frequency range of 5 GHz to 7 GHz creating an effect of wideband frequency operation. Four resonant frequencies were used in the range 5-7 GHz.

The antenna elements were designed and simulated using the ANSYS HFSS software platform. Five antenna arrays were tested experimentally. The initial work is to study the reflections from an object and the phase information of the reflection is analysed. A simulation model of the reflection analysis is conducted and a metal object is used for this purpose to get better understanding of the behaviour of antenna elements in an array and how effectively the phase information can be extracted to find the reflecting body’s nature. The antenna elements built and tested match the simulation results well.

The phase of transmitted signals has been measured experimentally and the results obtained were similar to the simulations and theory. The electric field information from the simulation has also been studied. This analysis provides a better understanding of
how the reflected signals are received at the receiver antenna and it is expected that in future this method of analysis can be implemented for complex object identification.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Antennas in various forms have found application in biomedical imaging [1-3] and with research developments in alternative imaging techniques for breast cancer detection there has been a focus on developing new antenna elements for the purpose [4-6]. Microwave imaging has been suggested as an alternative imaging tool. One of the major components at the front end is the antenna elements which are used to transmit and receive the signals. The frequency range used for microwave imaging for imaging the human breast is in between 0.5 GHz and 10 GHz. For this research microstrip patch antennas have been chosen because they are easy to manufacture with printed circuit board technology, inexpensive and can be easily made to operate in arrays.

At present the widely used tool for breast cancer screening is X-ray mammography. The major drawback with X-ray is the radiation and therefore researchers have been examining for alternative techniques. Microwave imaging is based on the dielectric properties of the body tissues, particularly conductivity and permittivity. This research examines an alternative technique for breast cancer detection based on a two-dimensional antenna array which can be used as sensors for wide-band microwave holography.

Microwave holography techniques are widely used for surveillance systems, antenna measurements, and have been recently introduced for medical imaging [7-11]. Unlike holography methods involving a single transmitter and receiver configuration this research focuses on developing numerous transmitters and receivers in an array to scan the entire object. The reflected signals are analysed to locate the tumor. Antenna elements used for transmitting and receiving signals maybe operated at a single frequency or some may use a wideband frequency range.
The proposed antenna array design uses a low power continuous microwave signal and it can cover a wide-band frequency range (5-7 GHz) by resonating at four resonant frequencies. Two dual-band antenna elements are used. This research work is based on 2×2 antenna array, covering four frequencies using two pairs of dual-band antennas. In this research the main focus is to develop a new antenna suitable for a large array. One of the advantages of using this design is that it operates in dual frequencies and it covers four resonance frequencies in the frequency bandwidth of 5-7 GHz. Also the antenna element and array design process is simple and easy to implement compared to design methods followed in [6, 12, 13].

The analysis is based on the phase of the signal rather than the amplitude. The amplitude of the signal fades easily whereas phase embedded in the signal remains consistent with the distance travelled. From the reflected signal the phase angle is extracted and analysed. Using a simulation tool the antenna elements and array have been designed and the reflection analysis is simulated using simulation software. Experimental validation is conducted on a small antenna array, as well as the reflection measurements to find out how effectively the phase information can be extracted. This is done by using a metal plate as an object at various distances. The aim is to find how effectively signals from the dual-band antenna array are capable of maintaining the phase relation in the measurements. This research helps to identify and improve the design and gives greater insight on phase analysis for reflection measurements.

The thesis is organised as follows, Chapter 2 covers the background theory on microstrip patch antennas. It covers the model used to analysis a rectangular microstrip antenna. CAD formulas for rectangular patch antennas are discussed along with important characteristics of a microstrip antenna.
In Chapter 3 literature review on various microwave imaging techniques used for breast cancer detection is covered. Chapter 4 deals with the design of the antenna and antenna array using a simulation tool. Chapter 5 covers the experimental validation of the major design parameters of the microstrip antenna.

In Chapter 6 the simulated reflection results are described. The analysis of magnitude and phase is covered in this chapter. The simulation results are shown in this. Chapter 7 describes the setup for experimental reflection measurements and the magnitude and phase results of these experiments.

Chapter 8 covers the theory developed based on the experimental data and LSM is used to find the fit for the data. This chapter also covers the how results from the experiment are used to find the received E-fields at the receiver. In Chapter 9 the conclusion and future works are summarised. Requirement for increased antenna array and increased data points at the receiving antenna edge and a robust measurement setup to conduct the experiment were suggested.
Chapter 2 Background

2.1 Microstrip Antennas

Microstrip antennas are low profile antennas which have been used for many applications in the frequency range of 1 GHz up to 100 GHz. The first of its kind was introduced in 1972 by Howell [14] and Munson [15]. Microstrip antenna (also known as patch antennas) are attractive because they are lightweight, inexpensive, mechanically robust, and easy to manufacture using printed circuit board (PCB) technology. They can be easily integrated to electronic circuits, can be used to form arrays and desired antenna characteristics can be achieved with the existing technology.

Microstrip antennas find wide use in commercial applications such as mobile phones, GPS receivers, aircraft, biomedical devices, wireless networks and radio frequency identification. They are also used in satellite, spacecraft, radar and military applications, where cost, size and ease of manufacturing are constraints.

There are some disadvantages with microstrip antennas. One of the problems associated with these antennas is their low bandwidth. However this drawback can be overcome with the development of new technologies. There are various methods available now to increase the bandwidth. Bandwidth enhancement using tuning stubs [16], inserting parasitic metallic strips [17] and using slots [18] are some of the techniques.

Microstrip antennas are usually rectangular, circular, triangular, square or dipole in shape. Rectangular and circular patch antennas are the most common. This research focuses on the design and development of a near square patch element suitable for a microstrip antenna array. The purpose of this antenna array is for breast cancer detection. This design will be able to transmit and receive signals in the same antenna array. Ultimately this array aims to find out the characteristics of the object from which the transmitted signals are reflected.
2.2 Radiation Mechanism of Microstrip Antenna

A microstrip antenna can be considered as a dielectric-loaded cavity. The electric fields inside the antenna substrate can be found by modelling top and bottom regions of the patch as a cavity bounded by electric walls and magnetic walls along the perimeter of the patch. The cavity model analysis has been well established by Y. T. Lo et al. [19] and has been advanced by [20]-[21]. The following description for cavity model analysis is based on [19] [22, 23].

![Figure 2-1 Charge distribution and current density on a microstrip antenna [23]](image)

Consider a patch antenna as shown in Figure 2.1. When the microstrip patch antenna is fed with a microwave source, a charge distribution occurs on the upper and lower surface of the patch as well as the ground plane at the bottom. The charges on the ground plane and bottom surface of the patch are opposite polarity and attract, causing a charge concentration on the bottom of the patch element. Meanwhile repulsive forces exist between like charges on the bottom surface of the patch, which force some charges from the bottom of the patch around its edge onto the top of the patch. This causes a movement of charge which produces current densities $\vec{J}_b$ and $\vec{J}_t$, the subscript $b$ denotes for the bottom and $t$ for the top of the patch. For most microstrip patch antennas, the height-width ratio is very small so the attractive force between the charges on the patch and the substrate dominates and most of the charge concentration and current flow...
remains underneath the patch. There is a flow of current around the edges of the patch to the top surface but it is small and it decreases as height-weight ratio decreases. This causes a weak magnetic field component tangential to the edges. Because of this an approximation is made to simplify the analysis of the cavity. The tangential magnetic field is considered zero and these are assumed to be perfect magnetic walls around the periphery of the patch. Usually the substrate used for microstrip antenna design is very thin compared to the signal wavelength in the dielectric. Therefore the electric and magnetic field inside the substrate can be taken as constant along the height of the substrate and the electric field is assumed to be normal to the patch surface. So a microstrip patch antenna can be modelled as a cavity with electric walls at the top and bottom of the patch and four magnetic walls along the edge of the patch antenna. The only mode that is possible in this cavity is the $TM$ mode. $TM$ corresponds to Transverse Magnetic (TM) for which the electric field $E_z \neq 0$ and magnetic field $H_z = 0$ [24].

Figure 2-2 Electric field distribution for TM100 mode in the microstrip cavity [23]

For a rectangular patch as shown in Figure 2.2, the radiation takes place through the four sidewalls of the cavity. These sidewalls represent four slots and the equivalent electric and magnetic current densities in the slots are $\vec{J}_x$ and $\vec{M}_x$. The electric and magnetic fields $\vec{E}_a$ and $\vec{H}_a$ are shown in Figure 2.3(a).
\[ \vec{J}_b = \hat{n} \times \vec{H}_a \]  
\[ \vec{M}_s = -\hat{n} \times \vec{E}_a \]

Figure 2-3 Equivalent current densities on a rectangular microstrip patch. (a) $J_s$ and $M_s$ with ground plane (b) $J_s = 0$, $M_s$ with ground plane, and (c) $M_s$ with no ground plane [23]

The patch current density at the top $\vec{J}_t$ is very small compared to the current at the bottom $\vec{J}_b$ for thin dielectric substrate. Therefore $\vec{J}_t$ can be set to zero, and the tangential magnetic fields along the patch edges and the corresponding current density $\vec{J}_s$ are also set to zero. The only nonzero magnetic current density is along the periphery of the patch, $\vec{M}_s$, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). By taking into account the presence of the ground plane at the bottom, and based on image theory, the equivalent current density will be
doubled. Therefore four ribbons of magnetic current around the periphery can cause radiation from a patch. Free space radiation of the same is shown in Figure 2.3(c).

\[ \overrightarrow{M_s} = -2\hat{n} \times \overrightarrow{E_a} \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.3

Therefore, for the dominant mode of length \( W \) and height \( h \) the slot electric field \( \overrightarrow{E_a} \) is given by

\[ \overrightarrow{E_a} = \hat{z} \times E_o \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.4

for the other two slots of length \( L \) and height \( h \)

\[ \overrightarrow{E_a} = -\hat{z} \times E_o \sin(\pi x/L) \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.5

Based on the equivalent principle, each slot in the patch radiates the same field as a magnetic dipole with current density \( \overrightarrow{M_s} \). Figure 2.4 shows the equivalent magnetic current densities in the slots. Along the \( x \) axis, the radiation produced by the current densities are equal and opposite and they tend to cancel out. But the current densities along the \( y \) axis are of the same magnitude and phase and are separated by the length \( L \) of the patch. Therefore, radiation for the rectangular patch occurs primarily through two vertical slots.
2.3 Cavity Model Analysis

The cavity model analysis presented below is based on Lo et al [19] and Garg. R et al [22]. The analysis is based on the solution of the wave equation, derived from Maxwell’s equations [25]:

\[
\nabla \times \mathcal{E} = \frac{-\partial \mathcal{B}}{\partial t} \quad \nabla \cdot \mathcal{B} = 0 \quad \nabla \times \mathcal{H} = \frac{-\partial \mathcal{D}}{\partial t} + \mathcal{J} \quad \nabla \cdot \mathcal{D} = \mathcal{q}_v
\]

where,
$E$, is the electric intensity, unit is volt/meter

$H$, is the magnetic intensity, unit is amperes/meter

$D$, is the electric flux density, unit is coulombs/square meter

$B$, is the magnetic flux density, unit is webers/ square meter

$J$, is the electric current density, unit is amperes / square meter

$q_v$, is the electric charge density, unit is coulombs/cubic meter

When the field exists in a medium, the characteristics of the medium are considered and $D$, $B$ and $J$ can be expressed as:

$$D = \varepsilon E$$
$$B = \mu H$$
$$J = \sigma E$$

where, $\varepsilon$ is called the relative permittivity of the medium, $\mu$ is called the relative permeability of the medium and $\sigma$ is the conductivity of the medium.

Maxwell’s equations for sine wave signals can be written in complex form as:

$$\nabla \times E = -j\omega B$$
$$\nabla \cdot B = 0$$

$$\nabla \times H = -j\omega D + J$$
$$\nabla \cdot D = Q_v$$

The wave equation can be obtained by solving the above equation. The wave equation is:

$$\nabla \times \nabla \times E - k^2 E = -j\omega \mu_0 J$$

where $k^2 = \omega^2 \mu_0 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r$.

A microstrip antenna without feed point is shown in Figure 2.5. The assumptions for cavity model analysis for thin substrates ($h \ll \lambda$) are:

1) Since the substrate is very thin, in the region bounded by the antenna element and the ground plane, the electric field $E$ has only a $z$-component and the magnetic field $H$ has only $x \ y$-components.

2) The fields inside the cavity are independent of $z$, so for all frequencies $\frac{\partial}{\partial z} \equiv 0$
3) The electric current on the microstrip patch does not have any component normal to the edge of patch metallization. Therefore there are negligible tangential magnetic components along the edge $\partial E_z / \partial n = 0$.

Consider the region of the antenna between the patch metallization and ground plane as in Figure 2.5. Since the height of the substrate $h \ll \lambda$ is thin, the electric field distribution can be described by $TM$ to $z$ modes with $\partial / \partial z \equiv 0$.

If an excitation current density $J_z$ is fed to a rectangular microstrip patch, the wave equation for $\vec{E}$ in the cavity in the $z$ direction is:

$$\nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{E} - k^2 \vec{E} = -j \omega \mu_0 \vec{J}$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.10

or

$$\frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial y^2} + k^2 E_z = j \omega \mu_0 J_z$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.11

where $k$ is the wave number, $k^2 = \omega^2 \mu_0 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r$.

The electric field inside the patch cavity in terms of various modes can be expressed as:

$$E_z(x, y) = \sum_m \sum_n A_{mn} \psi_{mn}(x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.12

where $A_{mn}$ is the amplitude coefficient corresponding to the electric field mode vectors or eigenfunctions $\psi_{mn}$. The eigenfunctions $\psi_{mn}$ are solutions of the homogenous wave equation, (2.14) with boundary conditions (2.13), and normalization conditions (2.15).

The electric field for a rectangular patch of length $L$ and $W$ is discussed below.

$$\left. \frac{\partial \psi_{mn}}{\partial x} \right|_{x=0} = 0 = \left. \frac{\partial \psi_{mn}}{\partial x} \right|_{x=L}$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.13
\[ \frac{\partial \psi_{mn}}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=0} = 0 = \frac{\partial \psi_{mn}}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=W} \]

\[ \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + k_{mn}^2 \right) \psi_{mn} = 0 \quad 2.14 \]

\[ \int_x \int_y \psi_{mn} \psi_{mn}^\star \, dx \, dy = 1 \quad 2.15 \]

The solutions (2.13) to (2.15) are the orthonormalized eigenfunctions

\[ \psi_{mn}(x,y) = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_n}{LW}} \cos(k_m x) \cos(k_n y) \quad 2.16 \]

\[ m, n = 0, 1, 2, p, \ldots \]

with

\[ \varepsilon_p = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{for } p = 0 \\ 2 & \text{for } p \neq 0 \end{cases} \]

\[ k_m = m\pi/L \quad k_n = n\pi/W \quad k_{mn}^2 = k_m^2 + k_n^2 \quad 2.17 \]

The coefficient \( A_{mn} \) can be determined by multiplying \( \varepsilon_x \) by \( \psi_{mn}^\star \) and integrating over the area of the patch element. The amplitude coefficient \( A_{mn} \) is given by,

\[ A_{mn} = \frac{j\omega \mu_0}{k^2 - k_{mn}^2} \iint_{\text{feed}} \psi_{mn}^\star J_z \, dx \, dy \quad 2.18 \]

Consider the excitation for the rectangular patch antenna with a coaxial feed. The current source has a cross-sectional area \( D_x D_y \) equal to the cross-sectional area of the probe centered at \((x_0, y_0)\):

\[ J_z = \begin{cases} \frac{I_0}{D_x D_y} \text{ for } x_0 - D_x/2 \leq x \leq x_0 + D_x/2 \text{ and } \\ \quad y_0 - D_y/2 \leq y \leq y_0 + D_y/2 \\ 0 \quad \text{elsewhere} \end{cases} \quad 2.19 \]
The coefficient $A_{mn}$ can be found using (2.19) and (2.12)

$$A_{mn} = \frac{1}{D_x D_y} \frac{j \omega \mu_0}{k^2 - k_{mn}^2} \int \int_{feed} I_0 \psi^*_m \psi_n \, dx$$

$$= \frac{j \omega \mu_0 I_0}{k^2 - k_{mn}^2} \sqrt{\varepsilon_n \varepsilon_m} \cos(k_m x_0) \cos(k_n y_0) G_{mn}$$

where

$$G_{mn} = \sin c \left( n \pi D_x / (2L) \right) \sin c \left( m \pi D_y / (2W) \right)$$

If the patch antenna is fed using a microstrip line along the edge of the patch then $D_x = 0$ and $D_y$ equals to the effective width of the feed line. Then the electric field in the substrate of a rectangular patch can be found by substituting (2.15) in (2.7):

$$E_z(x, y) = \omega \mu_0 I_0 \sum_m \sum_n \frac{\psi_m(x, y) \psi^*_n(x_0, y_0)}{k^2 - k_{mn}^2} G_{mn}$$

The cavity model approach can be applied to various patch shapes [19, 20, 26-28] but the eigenfunctions depend on the patch shape and the size of the patch metallization.

### 2.4 Rectangular Microstrip Antennas

Microstrip antennas are also called patch antennas. The radiating patch element is made of conducting material such as copper on top of a dielectric substrate with a ground plane on the bottom side of the substrate. The power transmitted to the patch is either via coaxial cable or using a microstrip line. The cross section of a rectangular patch with a coaxial feed is shown in Figure 2.6. This research focuses on near square patch antennas, and further description of antenna design will be based on the rectangular patch antenna.
The patch and the ground plane are separated by a substrate of height ‘h’ and the dielectric constant is usually in the range of $2.2 \leq \varepsilon_r \leq 12$. For better efficiency and bandwidth, thick substrates with a low dielectric constant are preferred, but the size of the element increases. A thin substrate, with a higher dielectric constant, reduces undesired signals and coupling, resulting in greater loss, less efficiency and smaller bandwidth [23].

A patch antenna element of length $L$ and width $W$ positioned on top of a dielectric substrate of height $h$ with a ground plane on the bottom is as shown in Figure 2.7. The radiation mechanism of this microstrip antenna has already been discussed in Chapter 2.2.
There are three popular models used to analyse microstrip antennas: transmission-line, cavity, and full wave analysis. The cavity model analysis has been used for this antenna model development and it has been discussed in Chapter 2.3. The cavity model is more accurate than the transmission line model and easier to use than the full-wave model.

2.5 Antenna Parameters

The characteristics of an antenna are determined by various parameters that are associated with it. The following section will provide a brief overview of some of the important parameters. These parameters are mainly considered in the design of antennas.

2.5.1 Radiation Pattern

The radiation pattern is defined as a “mathematical function or a graphical representation of the radiation properties of antenna as a function of space coordinates. In most cases, the radiation pattern is determined in the far-field region and is represented as a function of the directional coordinates. Radiation properties include power flux density, radiation intensity, field strength, directivity, phase or polarisation” [23].

The radiation field can be represented in a spherical coordinate system, Figure 2.8(a). The angle $\theta$ is measured from the Z-axis and the angle $\phi$ measured counter clockwise from the X-axis [29]. The radiation pattern is usually represented by a three dimensional (3D) graph as shown in Figure 2.8(b), which shows the radiation pattern of a patch antenna.
The radiation pattern contains radiation lobes, which is a “portion of the radiation pattern bounded by regions of relatively weak radiation intensity” [23]. The major lobe or main beam is the radiation lobe containing the direction of maximum radiation. In the Figure 3.3(b) the major lobe is pointing in the $\theta = 0$ direction. The back lobe is the radiation lobe whose direction $\theta$ is $180^\circ$ away from the direction $\theta$ of the main beam of an antenna.

For a rectangular microstrip antenna, as shown in Figure 2.7, when the antenna element radiates, the radiated field is mainly produced by the $TM_{10}$ and $TM_{01}$ modes. The radiated field from the sides $W$ for the dominant $TM$ mode $TM_{10}$ is given by [24]

$$E(\theta, \phi) = -jk \frac{e^{-jkr}}{4\pi r} 4E_o h W[\hat{\theta} \cos \theta \sin \phi - \hat{\theta} \cos \phi] F(\theta, \phi) \quad 2.23$$

and similarly for the contribution by sides $L$ with $TM_{01}$ is:

$$E(\theta, \phi) = jk \frac{e^{-jkr}}{4\pi r} 4E_o h L[\hat{\theta} \cos \theta \cos \phi + \hat{\theta} \sin \phi] f(\theta, \phi) \quad 2.24$$

where $F(\theta, \phi)$ and $f(\theta, \phi)$ can be obtained mathematically [24].
2.5.2 Input Impedance

In an antenna system, the transmission signal travels from the signal source through the transmission line to the antenna and then to free space. During this process the signal encounters impedance changes at each interface causing the signal to be reflected back towards the source. The reflected signal to the source forms a standing wave in the feed line and the ratio of maximum power transfer to minimum power in the wave can be measured which is referred to as the Standing Wave Ration (SWR). The ideal value is 1:1. For low power applications a value of 1.5:1 is typically acceptable.

The input impedance of the antenna is the ratio between the voltage and current at the antenna port. The input impedance is complex and a function of frequency \( f \); \( Z_{\text{in}}(f) = R_{\text{in}}(f) + jX_{\text{in}}(f) \). The circuit representation of the antenna along with the lumped elements is as shown in Figure 2.9 [29].

![Figure 2-9 Equivalent circuit of an antenna](image)

The antenna is connected to a source \( VS \), with internal impedance \( Z_s = R_s + jX_s \). The input impedance of antenna is, \( Z_{\text{in}} = R_a + jX_a \). The real part of \( R_a \) consists of radiation resistance \( (R_r) \) and the antenna losses \( (R_l) \). The input impedance can be used to determine the reflection coefficient \( (\Gamma) \), voltage Standing Wave Ratio \( (VSWR) \) and return loss \( (RL) \).
\[ \Gamma = \frac{Z_{in} - Z_o}{Z_{in} + Z_o} \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.25

where \( Z_o \) is the normalizing impedance of the port. The VSWR is given as

\[ VSWR = \frac{1 + |\Gamma|}{1 - |\Gamma|} \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.26

And return loss is defined as

\[ RL = -20\log |\Gamma| \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.27

### 2.5.3 Antenna Efficiency

Antenna efficiency is defined as ratio of the power radiated to the input power of the antenna. The total efficiency of an antenna \( e_0 \) is affected by impedance mismatch and losses such as conduction and dielectric losses. The other efficiencies associated with an antenna are reflection efficiency, conduction efficiency and dielectric efficiency denoted as \( e_r, e_c \) and \( e_d \) respectively [23].

Conduction and dielectric efficiencies are difficult to calculate. Because it is hard to separate them, they are denoted as \( e_{cd} \), antenna radiation efficiency.

Therefore

\[ e_0 = e_re_{cd} = e_{cd}(1 - |\Gamma|^2) \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.28

### 2.5.4 Directivity

The directivity of an antenna is defined as the “ratio of radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions” [23]. The average radiation intensity is equal to the total power radiated by the antenna divided by \( 4\pi \). If the direction is not specified, the direction of maximum radiation
intensity is implied [23]. It is a measure of how directional an antenna’s radiation pattern is. The mathematical form is

\[ D = \frac{U}{U_0} = \frac{4\pi U}{P_{rad}} \]  

Where:

- \( D \) = Directivity
- \( U \) = radiation intensity (W/unit solid angle)
- \( U_0 \) = Radiation intensity of isotropic source (W/unit solid angle)
- \( P_{rad} \) = Total radiated power (W)

The directivity for a patch antenna can be calculated using the equation [23]

\[ D_1 = \frac{2}{15G_{rad}} \left( \frac{W}{\lambda_o} \right)^2 \]  

where \( W \) is the width of the patch, \( G_{rad} \) is the radiation conductance and \( \lambda_o \) is the wavelength. The directivity of a microstrip patch antenna can be approximated to 8.2 dB for \( W \ll \lambda_0 \) [23].

### 2.5.5 Gain

Antenna gain is closely related to its directivity. The gain of an antenna is defined by Balanis [23] as “the ratio of the intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity that would be obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically. The radiation intensity corresponding to the isotropically radiated power is equal to the power accepted (input) by the antenna divided by \( 4\pi \).” It is expressed as:

\[ Gain = 4\pi \frac{\text{radiation intensity}}{\text{total input (accepted) power}} = 4\pi \frac{U(\theta,\phi)}{P_{in}} \]
where \( U(\theta, \phi) \) is the radiation intensity in a given direction \((\theta, \phi)\) and \( P_{in} \) is the total input power.

2.5.6 Polarisation

The polarisation of an antenna [23] is defined as the “property of an electromagnetic wave describing the time varying direction and relative magnitude of the electric-field vector; specifically, the figure traced as a function of time by the extremity of the vector at a fixed location in space, and the sense in which it is traced, as observed along the direction of propagation.” Polarisation then is the curve traced by the end point of the arrow representing the instantaneous electric field. The field must be observed along the direction of propagation [30]. Figure shows a typical trace as a function of time.

![Figure 2-10 Rotation of wave [23]](image)

There are three types of polarisation: linear, circular and elliptical polarisation. The definition of these three polarisations according to [23] is described below.

**Linear polarisation:** A time-harmonic wave is linearly polarised at a given point in space if the electric-field (or magnetic-field) vector at that point is always oriented along the same straight line at every instant of time. This is accomplished if the electric
or magnetic vector possess only one component or two orthogonal linear component that are in time phase or 180° out-of-phase.

Circular polarisation (CP): A time-harmonic wave is circularly polarised at a given point in space if the electric-field (or magnetic-field) vector at that point traces a circle as a function of time. The electric or magnetic vector fields must have two orthogonal linear components. The two components must have equal amplitude and must have a time-phase difference of odd multiples of 90°. The rotation of field can be right-hand or left-hand circular polarisation from the observer point of view.

Elliptical polarisation: A time-harmonic wave is elliptically polarised if the tip of the field vector traces an elliptical locus in space. For an elliptically polarised wave, the field must have two orthogonal linear components either the same or different amplitude. If the two field components are of different amplitude, the phase difference between them must not be 0° or multiples of 180°. If the fields are of same magnitude, the phase difference between the components must not be odd multiples of 90°.

2.6 Scattering Parameter

Scattering parameters or S-parameters are very useful to work with in electrical networks at microwave frequencies. In an N-port network, S-parameters relate a voltage wave incident on the ports to those reflected from the ports. Network analysis techniques can be used to calculate S parameters or they can be measured using a vector network analyser. Consider an N port network [31] as shown in Figure 2.11. On the nth port a terminal plane is defined by t_n along with equivalent voltages and currents for the incident (V_n^+, I_n^+) and reflected (V_n^−, I_n^−) waves. The scattering matrix or [S] matrix is defined based on incident and reflected waves,
Figure 2-11 Arbitrary N-port microwave network [31]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_1^- \\
V_2^- \\
\vdots \\
V_N^-
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
S_{11} & S_{12} & \ldots & S_{1N} \\
S_{21} & S_{22} & \ldots & \ldots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
S_{N1} & \ldots & \ldots & S_{NN}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V_1^+ \\
V_2^+ \\
\vdots \\
V_N^+
\end{bmatrix}
\]

or

\[
[V^-] = [S][V^+]
\]

The individual elements of the S matrix can be found by:

\[
S_{ij} = \frac{V_i^-}{V_j^+}, V_k^+ = 0 \text{ for } k \neq j
\]

\(S_{ij}\) can be found by feeding port \(j\) with an incident wave of voltage \(V_j^+\) and measuring the reflected wave \(V_i^-\), from port \(i\). For this all the ports except the \(j^{th}\) port are terminated in matched loads to avoid reflections. Thus, \(S_{ii}\) refers to the reflection coefficient at port \(i\) when all other ports are terminated in matched loads, and \(S_{ij}\) is the transmission coefficient from port \(j\) to port \(i\) when all other ports are terminated in matched loads. Therefore in the S matrix all the diagonal elements refer to reflection coefficients of a particular port. The off-diagonal elements are called transmission
coefficients which describe the relation between one port and another [31]. The first number in the subscript corresponds to the responding port, while the second number refers to the incident port. Thus $S_{21}$ means the response at port 2 due to signal at port 1.

Example for a 2 port network is as shown below

$$\begin{bmatrix} S_{11} & S_{12} \\ S_{21} & S_{22} \end{bmatrix} \quad 2.35$$

Scattering parameters are important in microwave design because they explain device characteristics. In antenna design, return loss refers to the proportion of signal that reflects from the end of a transmission line when the signal is fed from the other end. The transmitted signal is reflected due to impedance mismatch and maximum power transfer will not be possible in this situation. That is why return loss is an important parameter in antenna design.

S parameters are dimensionless because they are the ratios of complex signals but they can be converted to decibels ‘dB’ by using the following formulas:

Reflection coefficient magnitude (dB) = $20 \times log|S_{ii}|$ = Return loss

Insertion loss (dB) = $20 \times log|S_{ij}|$
Figure 2.12 shows the return loss plot of an antenna, plotting $|S_{11}|$ in dB along the $Y$-axis and frequency along the $X$-axis. From Figure 2.12 it is possible to read the following. At frequency 5.5 GHz, $S_{11}$ is 0dB, then there is no power transmission occurring. That means all power is reflected from the antenna port. If $S_{11} = -10$ dB then 10% of power is reflected from the antenna and 90% is transmitted or dissipated.

2.7 Dual-Frequency Microstrip Antennas

One of the drawbacks associated with a microstrip antenna is its bandwidth which restricts it from many applications. A dual-frequency antenna exhibits dual resonance behaviour in a single patch element. This advantage makes them in favour for application like wireless local networks, GPS, mobile phones and many other applications due to its compactness and low cost. This type of dual resonance helps to cover frequencies of interest in one design. Some of the design processes can be complex and complexity may increase when large arrays are considered mainly because of their feeding network.
For a dual frequency antenna both the resonance frequencies should operate with similar properties in terms of radiation and impedance. The simplest form of dual band antenna with two orthogonal linear polarisations can be obtained by feeding the rectangular patch along the diagonal [22, 32]. These antennas have two resonance frequencies which are orthogonally polarised. This design is advantageous as it has the ability to match impedance with a single feed. Another way to obtain dual frequency is by using multi-patch antennas. The advantage of these antennas is they can operate with the same polarisation at two frequencies as well as dual polarisation [33]. Feeding techniques can be placed either by conventional feeding arrangements or proximity coupling. Another approach to dual-frequency is by using resistive loading techniques with the patch antennas. An easy way to do this is by connecting a stub to one of the radiating edges in such a way that this stub introduces further resonant length [33]. Another approach to obtain dual-polarisation is by introducing slots along the edges of patch antennas [22].

Patch antennas have been employed for medical imaging and some of the designs used for breast cancer detection will be covered in Section 3.1.2. A dual band patch antenna was used in microwave tomography systems [34]. Other dual band patch antennas that are used for various applications can be found in the papers [35-37].

The Figure 2.13 shows some of the dual band antenna systems designed for various applications. Figure 2.13(a) is a proposed antenna designed for microwave tomography for BCD [34], Figure 2.13(b) is designed for WLAN operation [35], Figure 2.13(c) is a proposed design for mobile and wireless telecommunication [36] and Figure 2.13(d) for Ku-Band application [37].
2.8 CAD Formula for Rectangular Microstrip Antenna

The following equations are based on the references [23, 29, 38, 39]. Consider Figure 2.7, a rectangular patch of length $L$, width $W$, on a dielectric substrate of permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and height $h$.

The length of the patch determines the resonant frequency, $f_r$. The patch length $L$ for the TM10 mode is given by

$$L = \frac{c}{2f_r\sqrt{\varepsilon_{eff}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.36

Where $\varepsilon_{eff}$ is the effective dielectric constant given by [38],

$$\varepsilon_{eff} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2} + \frac{(\varepsilon_r - 1)}{2} \left[1 + 12 \left(\frac{h}{W}\right)\right]^{-1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.37

The width of the patch [23], where $W << L$, is

$$W = \frac{c}{2f_r \sqrt{\varepsilon_r + 1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.38
where \( c \) is the speed of light. Because of the fringing effects, electrically the length of the patch looks greater than its physical dimensions. The extended distance \( \Delta L \) is given by,

\[
\Delta L = 0.412 \times h \times \frac{\left(\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} + 0.30\right)\left(W/h + 0.264\right)}{\left(\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} - 0.258\right)\left(W/h + 0.80\right)}
\]

The effective length of the patch is,

\[
L_{\text{eff}} = L + 2\Delta L
\]

The antenna quality factor, bandwidth, and efficiency are interrelated. The quality factor (Q-factor) represents the antenna losses. The losses are associated with radiation, conduction (ohmic), dielectric and surface wave. Therefore the total quality factor \( Q_t \) of a patch can be written as [23]

\[
\frac{1}{Q_t} = \frac{1}{Q_r} + \frac{1}{Q_c} + \frac{1}{Q_d} + \frac{1}{Q_s}
\]

\( Q_t \) = total quality factor

\( Q_r \) = quality factor due to radiation (space wave) losses

\( Q_c \) = quality factor due to conduction (ohmic) losses

\( Q_d \) = quality factor due to dielectric losses

\( Q_s \) = quality factor due to surface waves

*Dielectric Q*, the dielectric Q factor is given by [40],

\[
Q_d = \frac{1}{\tan \delta}
\]

Where \( \tan \delta \) is the loss tangent.

*Conductor Q*, the conductor Q factor is given by
\[ Q_c = \mu_r \left(\frac{\eta_0}{2}\right) \left(\frac{k_0 h}{R_s}\right) \]  

\[ R_s \] is the surface resistance of patch and ground plane, \( \sigma \) is conductivity of the metal and the skin depth \( \delta \) as

\[ R_s = \frac{1}{\sigma \delta} \]  

\[ \delta = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu_0 \sigma}} \]  

*Space-wave Q.* this accounts for the radiation into space

\[ Q_r = \frac{3}{16} \left(\frac{\varepsilon_r}{\varepsilon_r c_1}\right) \left(\frac{L_{eff}}{W_{eff}}\right) \left(\frac{1}{h/\lambda_0}\right) \]  

\( W_{eff} = W + 2\Delta W \) is the effective width of the patch and \( L_{eff} \) is the effective length as shown in Equation 3.18 for \( W << L \)

\[ \Delta W \approx h \left(\frac{\ln 4}{\pi}\right) \]  

\( P_r \) and \( c_1 \) are given by [39]

\[ P_r = 1 + \frac{a_2}{10} \left(k_0 W_{eff}\right)^2 + (a_2^2 + 2a_4) \left(\frac{3}{560}\right) \left(k_0 W_{eff}\right)^4 \]

\[ + c_2 \frac{1}{5} \left(k_0 L_{eff}\right)^2 \]  

\[ + a_2 c_2 \left(\frac{1}{70}\right) \left(k_0 W_{eff}\right)^2 \left(k_0 L_{eff}\right)^2 \]  

\[ c_1 = 1 - \frac{1}{n_1^2} + \frac{2/5}{n_1^4} \]  

Where \( n_1 = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r \mu_r} \) is the refractive index of the substrate, \( a_2, a_4 \) and \( c_2 \) are the constants.
\[ a_2 = -0.16605 \]
\[ a_4 = 0.00761 \]
\[ c_2 = -0.0914153 \]

*Surface-Wave Q.* the surface-wave power is considered as a loss when the substrate is assumed to be infinite.

\[ Q_s = Q_r \left( \frac{e_{r}^{sw}}{1 - e_{r}^{sw}} \right) \tag{2.50} \]

where \( e_{r}^{sw} \) denotes the radiation efficiency of the patch,

\[ e_{r}^{sw} = \frac{P_r}{P_r + P_s} \tag{2.51} \]

where \( P_r \) is the radiated power into space and \( P_s \) is the surface-wave power. The efficiency is approximately that of a unit-amplitude infinitesimal horizontal electric dipole (hed) on the substrate. Therefore efficiency is given by

\[ e_{r}^{sw} = e_{r}^{hed} = \frac{P_r^{hed}}{P_r^{hed} + P_s^{hed}} \tag{2.52} \]

For thin substrates,

\[ P_r^{hed} = \frac{1}{\lambda_0^2} (k_0 h)^2 (80\pi^2 \mu_r^2 c_1) \tag{2.53} \]

And

\[ P_s^{hed} = \frac{1}{\lambda_0^2} (k_0 h)^3 \left[ 60\pi^3 \mu_r^3 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n_1^2} \right)^3 \right] \tag{2.54} \]

therefore,
\[ e_{r,sw} = e_{r,hed} = \frac{1}{1 + (k_0 h) \left( \frac{3\pi}{4} \right) \mu_r \frac{1}{c_1} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n_1^2} \right)^3} \] 2.55

**Bandwidth**

The frequency limits (lower and upper) at which the standing wave ratio (SWR) reaches maximum is defined as the bandwidth, assuming the patch is matched to the characteristic impedance. For a SWR=S, the bandwidth can be considered as,

\[ BW = \frac{S - 1}{\sqrt{2Q}} \] 2.56

**Radiation Efficiency**

Radiation efficiency in terms of Q factor is given by,

\[ e_r = \frac{Q}{Q_r} \] 2.57

**2.9 Summary**

Chapter 2 described the basic theory of the microstrip patch antenna, cavity model analysis of microstrip patches and the various parameters for designing the microstrip antenna for this research. The chapter also described the CAD model based on the cavity model for designing a patch element. The next chapter will cover the literature review.
Chapter 3 Literature Review

3.1 Microwave Imaging Techniques for Breast Cancer Detection

X-ray mammography is currently the most effective imaging tool for detecting breast cancer. Mammography is the imaging of a compressed breast that uses special low-dose X-ray radiation. Despite its recognized ability to detect tumors it suffers some limitations such as false negative rate (4-34%) [41] and a high false positive rate (70%) [42]. This method is uncomfortable for women and there is a small but significant risk of radiation induced carcinogenesis associated with the X-ray examination of the human breast.

Early stage breast cancer detection using microwaves has been explored by many researchers. Several promising methods have been evaluated and can be classified as passive, hybrid and active. Active methods explore a wide range of techniques for breast cancer detection including Microwave Tomography, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) radar techniques and Microwave Holography.

3.1.1 Microwave Tomography

Microwave tomography aims to reconstruct the electromagnetic properties such as conductivity and permittivity of the object under observation. In microwave tomography, microwave transmitters are used to illuminate the object under consideration. The scattered signals from the objects are measured at numerous locations surrounding the object. The object shape and distribution of complex permittivities are obtained by knowing the incident fields and the measurement of the corresponding scattered signals. Clinical experiments were conducted by Dartmouth College imaging in the frequency range of 0.5-3 GHz [13, 43]. They used 16 monopole antennas each for transmitting and receiving in a fixed array and this provided a good dynamic range. The system is automated for antenna array position control. One
antenna transmits the signal and scattered signals are received in parallel at the remaining antennas. The antennas are arranged in a cylindrical pattern and the breast has to be immersed in a liquid for scanning. Figure 3.1 shows an array arrangement used by Dartmouth College, Hanover, using monopole antennas oriented in a vertical direction.

![Monopole antenna array for tomography Imaging.](image)

**Figure 3-1 Monopole antenna array for tomography Imaging.** Meany P.M et al. [44]

### 3.1.2 Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) Techniques

The first study of UWB radar for medical imaging was presented by Hagness et al [45] and is called Confocal Microwave Imaging (CMI). CMI technology is based on the FM chirp radar used for screening passengers at airports. In CMI the breast is illuminated with a low power ultra-wideband pulse using a number of antennas surrounding the breast. The receiving antennas effectively collect the reflected microwave signals whose relative arrival times and amplitudes contain sufficient information which can later be processed to determine the tumor location. In microwave imaging for breast cancer detection, significant scattering of signals is caused by the difference in the dielectric properties of normal breast tissue and the tumor.

The UWB techniques operate on the following basis: calibration, skin subtraction (to remove reflection from the skin), integration, radial spreading compensation and focusing [46]. The signals received contain early time content and late time content. The
early time content can be removed by calibration. The antenna array is rotated to subtract all unwanted signals. The rotation gives two sets of measured data. The unwanted signals, such as antenna mutual coupling or noise in the system, can be eliminated in this way. The late-time content contains the tumor response. The methodology and results are based on finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) modelling.

For radar based MI, researchers have developed various antenna systems. An antenna array using the bowtie antenna has been used for UWB MI [4]. Resistively loaded bowtie antennas have been employed for this. The antenna is embedded in a lossy dielectric which has similar dielectric properties to normal breast tissue. Coaxial cable transmission is used to feed the antennas. A Gaussian pulse containing a broad range of frequencies (5 GHz to 15 GHz) is sent to each antenna in turn to transmit the signal, and the neighbouring antennas collect the received signals. A network analyser is connected to measure the scattering parameters for analysis [5, 47]. The object under investigation or the antenna array is rotated to increase the information from the reflections. Monopole and dipole antennas were used in [48-51] and Vivaldi antennas in [52]. The measurements are mostly carried out in planar, cylindrical or hemispherical geometries depending upon the position of the patient. The scanning antennas are either scanned over the breast surface or the signals are transmitted through a medium. Figure 3.2 shows a few of the antenna designs used in the UWB techniques.
Figure 3-2. UWB antennas: (a) Bowtie antenna [4] (b) Monopole antenna [50] (c) Dipole antenna [51] (d) Vivaldi antenna [52] (e) Stacked-patch antenna array [6] (f) Wide-slot antenna array [12].

Microstrip based antenna designs for MI using radar techniques have been demonstrated by the University of Bristol in which they have developed hemispherical antenna arrays comprising of 16 and 31 antennas respectively [12]. The antenna was designed based on the stacked patch antenna [6] and wide-slot antenna [12]. The wide-slot antenna performance was excellent compared to the stacked patch antenna [53] and these antenna designs are able to operate in UWB mode.

3.1.3 Microwave Holography

Holography was originally developed by Gabor et al [54, 55] in optics. The implementation of optical holography has since been extended to microwave and acoustic holography [7, 56, 57]. These imaging techniques based on holography used the interference pattern of a reference wave with the wave scattered from the target. The interference pattern is recorded on an aperture called a hologram. The hologram is illuminated with the reference wave to reconstruct an image of the object. Modern microwave holography has been proposed for near-field analysis of antennas [11], biomedical imaging and concealed weapon detection [10]. It is quite distinct from
conventional holography techniques, as the magnitude and phase of back scattered signals are recorded. The data can be mathematically reconstructed in a computer, with reconstruction of the target based on a sequence of direct and inverse Fourier transforms.

Elsdon et al [8] introduced microwave imaging using indirect holography for breast cancer. Two stages are involved in microwave holographic imaging for breast cancer; the recording of a sampled intensity pattern and image reconstruction. The intensity pattern is obtained from interference between a scattered wave and a coherent plane wave introduced at an angle to the recording plane. An electronically synthesized wave is used as the reference wave with the object being illuminated with the microwave source. A fraction of the signal is fed through a variable attenuator and phase shifter to create a synthetic reference wave with constant amplitude and linearly increasing phase shift. A Hybrid tee is used to combine the scattered signal and the output of the reference wave is measured using a power meter. A Fourier transform is performed on the intensity pattern to obtain a pattern in the spatial frequency domain. Filtering removes the unwanted terms from the Fourier transform and then the inverse Fourier transform gives the original scattered field of the object in the measurement plane. A method to obtain 3D holographic image is by using two orthogonal holograms of the same image and following the same process as in 2D holography [10].

**3.1.3.1 Single Frequency Microwave Holography**

In single frequency microwave holography the data collection is performed by scanning a transmitting and receiver antenna over a 2D aperture that has an object under investigation (target) within the field of view. A simplified schematic for a single-frequency microwave transceiver is shown in Figure 3.3.
The signals are transmitted using a transmitter antenna and the reflected signals from the target received by the receiving antenna placed adjacent to the Transmitter antenna. The received signal is fed to mixers to produce in phase (0° phase shift) and quadrature (90° phase shift) signals. The output signals are called in-phase and quadrature for $I$ and $Q$ respectively. They contain the information on amplitude and phase of the scattered wave.

$$I + jQ = Ae^{-j2kR}$$ \hspace{1cm} 3.1

Where $A$ is the amplitude of the scattered signal, $R$ is the distance to the target, and $k$ is the wavenumber, $k=\omega/c$, where $\omega$ is temporal angular frequency and $c$ is the speed of light. This signal is sampled over an $x$-$y$ aperture using a 2D scanner to obtain the input to the image-reconstruction algorithm [58]. This single frequency measurement can provide a 2D image of the target’s cross-section in a plane parallel to the acquisition plane.

Microwave holography uses a continuous wave for transmitting and the frequency of operation is typically 10 GHz. A pyramidal horn antenna is used in single frequency microwave holography to scan the object using a transmitting and receiving antenna [9].
3.1.3.2 Wide-band Microwave Holography

This method is similar to single frequency holography, with the extension to wide-band illumination, which allows for obtaining true 3D high resolution image of an object under investigation from a 2D planar aperture.

At each sampling point in the 2D plane, a wide beam-width transmitting antenna is used to emit the RF signal. The signal is swept over a wide frequency bandwidth and the transmitted signal illuminates the target and the scattered signal is recorded by a receiving antenna in the same 2D plane. The transceiver antennas are scanned simultaneously over the plane as in Figure 3.4. The data received will be unfocused so it is important to capture the phase of the scattered signal at each point in the aperture with the resulting I and Q signals being processed in a 3D imaging algorithm [59].

The application for medical imaging using wide-band holography is demonstrated using a dipole antenna [59]. Unlike the backscattering (transmitter and receiver on same plane) technique used in single frequency microwave holography, wide-band microwave holography uses the forward scattering technique. In the forward scattering technique, the transmitter and receiver antennas are facing opposite each other with the object under investigation in between. Both the transmitter and receiver antennas move
while scanning the object. The frequency of operation for wide-band holography was between 25 GHz and 45 GHz.

### 3.2 Application of Microstrip Antennas in other Fields

Microstrip antennas are widely used in wireless, mobile, satellite and GPS communication. Modern communication devices aim to reduce the size of their components. Microstrip antennas are compact in size and can be easily fabricated on surfaces using printed circuit board (PCB) technology. Microstrip antennas with antenna characteristics such as polarisation, dual-band, narrow and wide-band frequencies are of interest depending on the application.

Various microstrip antennas have been designed by researchers for wireless communications. Some of the designs are mentioned in this section. A wideband microstrip lotus antenna was designed to operate in between 1 GHz and 7 GHz [60] for GSM, ISM and WLAN applications, a dual-polarised antenna operating in narrow bandwidth [61], pentagonal antenna for ultra wideband application [62], and a loop antenna for wireless digital TV [63]. Dual-band, UWB microstrip antennas are used for satellite communication for mobile communication and navigation [64-72].

Microstrip antennas can also be found in radio-frequency identification (RFID) application. An RFID device basically contains a small chip and an antenna. They have many applications in our daily life. To increase the RFID reader coverage, an array of rectangular microstrip antennas has been designed [73], an edge slotted microstrip antenna for handheld reader [74]. For RFID tags, broadband microstrip antennas [75], monopole antennas [76], and circularly polarised antennas [77] are among the microstrip antenna designs for RFID applications. Figure 3.5 shows some of the microstrip antenna designs.
Figure 3-5 Microstrip antenna designs (a) Lotus Antenna [60] (b) Triangular slot Square patch antenna [61] (c) UWB pentagon antenna [62] (d) Truncated patch and ring patch antenna [71] (e) Miniature monopole antenna [76]

3.3 Summary

Chapter 3 provides a background study on various techniques and antennas developed for microwave breast cancer detection. The next chapter deals with patch antenna design and its major characteristics.
Chapter 4 Microstrip Antenna Design

4.1 Design Considerations

The resonant frequency for the design is considered first and the microstrip antenna design will be based on this. Similarly for a patch antenna the substrate chosen for the design and its height are also important. The following section discusses the frequency and substrate used for the antenna element design.

4.1.1 Frequency of Operation

The frequency range considered for this research project is in between 5-7 GHz. This frequency band has been chosen due to availability of components, manufacturing and cost effectiveness to build the whole system. The centre frequency of 6 GHz is used as the reference frequency for the design to determine the wavelength for the frequency band. The wavelength is given by

\[ \lambda = \frac{c}{f} \]

Where \( c = 3 \times 10^8 \text{m/sec} \), speed of light in vacuum and \( f \) being the frequency of operation. Therefore, the wavelength at the centre frequency is \( \lambda = 5 \text{cm} \).

4.1.2 Substrate Material and Height

The choice of the microstrip substrate and height affects the bandwidth of the patch antenna. Higher \( \varepsilon_r \) values result in a smaller patch size therefore narrower bandwidth. The height of the substrate increases the bandwidth and the surface wave excitation [30]. High dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r \) increases the cost of the material and as the size becomes more compact it is harder to attain manufacturing tolerances. Therefore based on the availability of material, including cost factors, Rogers (Roger Corp) material RO4003C was used as the substrate. RO4003C has \( \varepsilon_r = 3.55 \) and \( \tan \delta = 0.0027 \), the height of the substrate is 0.0508 cm and the standard copper cladding is ½ ounce [78].
4.2 MATLAB

MATLAB [79] is an interactive environment for numerical computing using a high level language. The basic data element is an array that does not require dimensioning. This helps to solve matrix and vector computing problems, plotting of functions and data. MATLAB can be used to analyse data, develop algorithms, create models and applications. The MATLAB language provides tools and built-in math functions to solve numerical problems efficiently. MATLAB is the language of technical computing and it is used in applications such as signal processing, image processing, control systems, test and measurements, computational finance and computational biology.

MATLAB tools help to acquire and analyse data and it creates 2-D and 3-D plots with the help of built-in functions. MATLAB can access data from other applications. MATLAB can read data from Microsoft Excel, text, binary, images, sound and video files. The data analysis for this project is carried out in MATLAB. The results from HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) and the data obtained experimentally from an Agilent (currently - Keysight Technologies) N5230A [80] network analyser are analysed using MATLAB.

4.3 ANSYS HFSS

HFSS is a simulation tool from ANSYS Corporation [81] for 3-D full-wave electromagnetic field simulation. HFSS allows the use of the finite element method (FEM) or integral equation method as a solver. HFSS can calculate matrix parameters like S, Y, and Z, resonant frequencies and fields (electric and magnetic). The near and far electromagnetic fields can be visualized in 3-D. This is useful for antenna design. Simulating a structure is simple in HFSS. The user provides the geometry, material properties, excitation and desired output. HFSS will automatically generate an appropriate, efficient and an accurate mesh for solving the problem using the selected
solver [81]. In FEM, HFSS divides the whole geometry into smaller elements of tetrahedrons. The field solutions are obtained for each tetrahedron. For this research project, scattering parameters are calculated by the antenna simulation. The S-parameter for the model is calculated by dividing the model into a finite element mesh. The meshed structure undergoes iterations with the previous one until it reaches a threshold level which is specified in the analysis setup. The field patterns are calculated assuming that only one port is excited at a time.

There are different radiation boundary conditions that can be used for the simulation. Boundary conditions are assigned so that radiation from the device does not reflect back to itself. For this research project PML (Perfectly Matched Layer) is used. PML allows waves to radiate infinitely far into space. It is a fictitious material that absorbs the electromagnetic fields impinging upon them. PML can only be placed on planar surfaces and they do not suffer from the distance or incident angle issues. It is required that PML is placed at least one-tenth of a wavelength from strong radiators.

The simulation is carried out in an IBM x3650 M3 computer with Processor Intel® Xeon® CPU E5620 at 2.40 GHz, RAM 18 GB, running Windows Server 2008 R2, 64 bit operating system.

Figure 4.1 shows the PML boundary condition applied for 2×2 antenna array.
4.4 Initial Antenna Design

The following sections below describe the important parameters for the design process and the development process of the antenna elements.

4.4.1 Circular Polarised Patch Antenna

The antenna design started with a circular polarised (CP) patch antenna. The idea was to use a circular polarised antenna to capture all the reflections (vertical and horizontal polarised signals) from the object under investigation. The antenna array design started by designing single antenna element. The centre frequency of 6 GHz is used as the resonance frequency. Circular polarised patch antenna design is based on [82]. The idea is to feed the antenna using a single feed point to obtain circular polarisation. The patch antenna designed looks like near square patch antenna as mentioned in [82]. The aspect ratio $a/b$ is chosen such that the antenna radiates from both the edges at a single frequency with the same magnitude and a 90° phase difference.
The Figure 4.2 shows a near square patch antenna with a single feed location along the diagonal. The antenna will be left handed circular polarised if it is fed along the lower left diagonal and right handed circular polarised if the feed point is through the lower right along the diagonal. The radiation from the edges corresponds to two modes TM\(_{10}\) and TM\(_{01}\) having a phase centre which is located at the centre of the patch. When the patch dimension is \(a=b\), it produces a slanted linear polarisation along the diagonal at far field, by adding the two modes. When the patch dimensions are changed such that \(a>b\), the resonant frequency of each mode shifts. The two modes are not exactly in resonance at the same frequency. This causes the edge impedance of each mode to possess a phase shift. The total phase angle of 90° required for circular polarisation is obtained when the phase angle of one edge impedance is +45° and the other is -45°. The antenna element is designed to operate at 6 GHz, following the equations as described in Section 2.8.

The dimensions for a rectangular patch are obtained based on the equations in Section 2.8. The length and width obtained are \(L= 1.31\) cm, \(W= 1.66\) cm and the total quality factor \(Q_t\) is 56. The square patch aspect ratio is adjusted to produce circular polarisation [82] and is described in [20].
\[
\frac{a}{b} = 1 + \frac{1}{Q_t}
\]  

4.2

\[a = a' + \Delta L, \ b = a' + \Delta L\]  

4.3

\[
\Delta L = \frac{a'}{2Q_t + 1}
\]  

4.4

\[a' = \frac{L + W}{2}\]  

4.5

The new dimensions after adjusting the dimensions based on [82] are \(a=1.50\)cm and \(b=1.47\)cm. A coaxial feed is used for the design which has a characteristic impedance of 50 \(\Omega\). The inner conductor is connected to the patch (in practice it will be soldered to the patch) and the outer conductor to the ground plane. Simulation was carried out using HFSS for the model developed with feed location along the diagonal. Coaxial cable RG 402 [83] was used as the feed. The feed location was varied along the diagonal as described in [82] to obtain 50 ohm impedance match. Figure 4.3 is the plot for the reflection coefficient as the coax feed varies along the diagonal of the patch.

![Figure 4-3 S11 as feed-point varies along the diagonal](image)

The results for the designed patch show that the simulation never attained an impedance match and the plot for the reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 4.3. The circular
polarisation operation is possible only for a narrow frequency band. The correct dimensions were found through trial and error.

The orientation of the antenna in the simulation is as shown in the Figure 4.4. The centre is at $x=0$, $y=0$ and $z=0$. The axes are shown in positive directions with the positive $z$ axis pointing towards the viewer.

The next step was to utilize the capabilities of the modelling software to its full extent. The patch antenna was designed using a trial and error method to obtain circular polarisation (CP) this was carried by optimising the feed location in one quadrant of the patch antenna element. The original dimensions for the 6 GHz resonance frequency design, $L=1.31$ cm and $W=1.66$ cm from the original patch design were kept constant. The Length $L=1.31$ cm was assigned as $a$ in Equation 4.3 and the width $b=1.29$ cm was obtained by substituting the total quality factor $Q_T$. Figure 4.5 shows the $S_{11}$-parameter for the feed varied along the diagonal of one quarter of the designed patch. The antenna impedance match -12.75 dB was obtained at $5.95$ GHz at feed points (-0.2, -0.2), but the axial ratio magnitude which determines the CP was 10. Ideally it should be 1 for CP.

![Figure 4-4 Coordinates of the patch antenna](image)
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Since the simulation result shows an impedance match at (-0.2, -0.2) axis, the patch dimensions were varied to observe the CP and feed point variation. The feed points were fixed at (-0.2, -0.2) and the length was varied from 1.29cm to 1.33cm and the width from 1.26cm to 1.31cm in steps of 0.01cm. The simulation result showed the dimension of the patch with length 1.30cm and width 1.27cm which provided a sufficient impedance match of -11.10dB at 5.92 GHz and good axial ratio of 1.16. The feed point was optimized as (-0.26, -0.16) for the axial ratio of 1.16.

One of the practical issues faced with this design was to obtain the correct impedance match along with the required axial ratio for circular polarisation. Also the frequency of interest for the operation between 5-7 GHz and CP for a wide band operation is not easily achievable with this setup.
The second option is to design an antenna element that can produce two resonance frequencies (dual-band frequency). The frequency range between 5-7 GHz is divided into 4 so that two pairs of antenna can produce each pair of resonance frequencies. Simplicity was the key factor in developing the experimental setup. Also the resonances in the patch should be separated to eliminate any detection of unwanted signals at the receiving end. The idea of splitting the frequencies will help to construct an antenna array that can cover the whole frequency range of interest. Then the behaviour of the reflection can be analysed.

The dimensions for the dual frequency antenna elements are for the frequencies 5.6 GHz, 5.9 GHz, 6.2 GHz and 6.5 GHz. The corresponding dimensions are found using simple approximations based on the dimensions obtained from previous simulation results. The dimensions for the patch element were 1.30cm and 1.27 cm for the CP antenna (this dimension was obtained via simulation). The length 1.30 cm corresponding to 5.90 GHz was taken as a reference and the other lengths for the required frequencies found using the equations below.

\[
1.3 \times \frac{5.9}{6.5} = 1.18\, cm \rightarrow 6.5\, GHz
\]

\[
1.3 \times \frac{5.9}{6.2} = 1.24\, cm \rightarrow 6.2\, GHz
\]

\[
1.3 \times \frac{5.9}{5.6} = 1.37\, cm \rightarrow 5.6\, GHz
\]

So the new patch elements have the following dimensions 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm and 1.24 cm × 1.37 cm respectively. The antenna elements were simulated to determine the impedance match. The corresponding input reflection coefficient is shown in the Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 (a) corresponds to 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm and Figure 4.6 (b) 1.24 cm × 1.37 cm. The patch antenna element was modelled in HFSS along with the PML boundary
condition is as shown in Figure 4.7. The size of the PML box is set to half a wavelength (3cm), at 5 GHz being the lowest frequency of operation.

The simulated S11 for the patch element 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm is -19.25 dB (5.89 GHz) and -26.23 dB (6.43 GHz). For the 1.37 cm × 1.24 cm patches S11 is -20.57 dB (5.6 GHz) and -15.58 dB (6.14 GHz) respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the return loss for patch element 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm and Figure 4.9 for patch element 1.37 cm × 1.24 cm. The calculated resonant frequencies were found to agree reasonably well with simulation. The feed point for the coaxial inner conductor is at (0.2, -0.2) for both the antenna
The impedances for the designed antenna elements are plotted on the Smith chart as shown in Figure 4.10. The corresponding frequencies have been marked.

Figure 4-8 Return loss for patch element 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm

Figure 4-9 Return loss for patch element 1.37 cm × 1.24 cm
4.5 Antenna Array Development

The four antenna elements were arranged on a 10 cm × 10 cm square dielectric with centre to centre distances between the patches equal to 5cm. The planar array configuration was chosen to keep the design simple and to be compactible with using rectangular antennas. The antenna elements in the substrate were arranged in two different patterns named as Model 1 and Model 2. In Model 1 the patch dimensions of diagonally opposite elements (see Figure 4.11) were the same. In Model 2, neighbouring patches had one equal length edge and one unequal length edge (see Figure 4.13). The two different simulation models allowed the analysis of the coupling and signal reception in the antenna elements with different patch configuration. All the simulations were carried out with the PML boundary condition in HFSS allowing for radiation into space.
4.5.1 Antenna Array-Model 1

The antenna element for this simulation setup is arranged on Rogers RO4003C dielectric substrate of sides 10 cm × 10 cm and thickness of 0.0508 cm. The distance between the centre of antenna elements is 5cm. The diagonal elements are the same, the T1 and T3 elements have the dimensions 1.30 cm × 1.18 cm whereas the T2 and T4 have dimensions 1.37 cm × 1.24 cm respectively. The centre of the substrate is located at x=0, y=0 and the feed locations for T1 and T3 are (2.7, -2.7), (-2.3, 2.3) and for T2 and T4 are (2.7, 2.3), (-2.3, -2.7). Figure 4.11 shows the arrangement of the antenna elements.

![Figure 4-11 Antenna Array-Model 1](image)

The magnitudes of the reflection coefficients ($S_{11}$) of the elements in the array for Model 1 are shown in Figure 4.10. In the figure each dip below -10 dB represents a resonant frequency.
4.5.2 Antenna Array-Model 2

The resonant frequencies of the antenna elements are arranged such that the resonant frequencies along the $X$-axis are constant and along the $Y$-axis are also constant. The centre to centre distances between the antennas are the same as in Model 1. The length and width of the elements were rearranged as shown in the Figure 4.13. $T1= 1.30 \text{ cm} \times 1.18 \text{ cm}$, $T2= 1.24 \text{ cm} \times 1.18 \text{ cm}$, $T3= 1.24 \text{ cm} \times 1.37 \text{ cm}$ and $T4= 1.30 \text{ cm} \times 1.37 \text{ cm}$.

The feed location of the antennas is optimized to get the best impedance match. Patches $T1$ and $T3$ are fed from $(2.7, -2.7)$, $(-2.3, 2.3)$ and $T2$ and $T4$ from $(2.72, 2.3)$, $(-2.3, -2.8)$ respectively. The return loss of the antenna elements for Model 2 are shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4-13 Antenna Array-Model 2

Figure 4-14 S11 of antenna elements in Model 2

Figure 4-15 Mutual coupling for Model 1 (M1) and Model 2 (M2)
The mutual coupling between the antenna elements for Model 1 and Model 2 are shown in Figure 4.15. The results plotted are for antenna T1 transmitting and the other patches receiving. The gain of antenna elements at the resonant frequencies are as shown in Figure 4.16. For Model 1 the peak gain is 6.7 dB and for Model 2 the peak gain is 6.8 dB for $\theta = 0^\circ$ $\theta$ is the measured from the $Z$-axis as in Figure 2.8. For all the plots above, the simulation environment in HFSS assumes that the antenna is freely radiating to space.

For Model 2 there were significant variations in the resonant frequencies obtained because the patches did not have the same lengths on both sides. Figures 4.12 and 4.14 clearly show the mismatch in the S11 plots with different resonant frequencies for the same lengths in the patch. The antenna characteristics for Model 1 were very consistent (as expected) based on the simulation results. The electric field in the substrate for the resonant frequencies for Model 1 is plotted in the Figure 4.17 for resonant frequencies, (a) 5.89 GHz, (b) 6.44 GHz, (c) 5.60 GHz and (d) 6.14 GHz. The radiation efficiency results from the simulation for the corresponding resonant frequencies of the Model 1 array are shown in Table 4-1.

![Figure 4-16 Gain of antenna elements](image-url)
Figure 4-17 Electric field in the substrate (a) 5.89 GHz (b) 6.44 GHz (c) 5.6 GHz (d) 6.14 GHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Radiation Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>77.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>79.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>83.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>86.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1 Radiation efficiency for patch Model 1

Model 1 was developed further to shift its resonant frequencies from 5.60 GHz and 5.90 GHz to 5.50 GHz and 5.75 so that the frequencies are more evenly distributed over the range 5-7 GHz. The new dimensions were calculated based on the previous simulated data. The lengths 1.37 cm and 1.30 cm were modified to 1.40 cm and 1.33 cm based on
the design experience gained from previous simulations rather than using the CAD formula in Section 2.8.

\[
1.18 \times \frac{6.5}{5.75} = 1.33 \text{ cm} \rightarrow 5.75 \text{ GHz} \quad 4.9
\]

\[
1.33 \times \frac{5.75}{5.5} = 1.40 \text{ cm} \rightarrow 5.5 \text{ GHz} \quad 4.10
\]

4.5.3 Antenna Array-Model 1 Redesigned

The Model 1 was simulated again the patch elements’ lengths, widths and feed points were optimised to obtain the new dimensions. The new dimensions of the microstrip antenna elements were 1.33 cm × 1.18 cm and 1.26 cm × 1.42 cm. The size of the substrate was kept the same as in the previous design (10 cm × 10 cm). The optimized resonance frequencies were 5.46 GHz, 5.79 GHz, 6.10 GHz and 6.51 GHz respectively. The resonant frequencies for the new dimensions were close enough to the expected resonant frequencies in Equations 4.9 and 4.10. The reflection coefficient plot from the simulation for the new Model 1 2 × 2 array is shown in Figure. 4.18.

![Figure 4-18 S11 plot for redesigned antenna array of Model 1](image)

Figure 4-18 S11 plot for redesigned antenna array of Model 1

The antenna characteristics are compared for both the models. The input impedance of the antenna elements are compared in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3. The impedance at the feed points is closely matched for both the models.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
<th>Reactance (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>54.43</td>
<td>-3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>44.34</td>
<td>-4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>44.22</td>
<td>-8.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2 Impedance of antenna elements in Model 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
<th>Reactance (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>58.39</td>
<td>-0.2731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>59.02</td>
<td>10.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>-9.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>47.01</td>
<td>-10.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3 Impedance of antenna elements in Model 1 redesigned

The radiation pattern polar plot is shown in Figure 4.19 for the total gain of the redesigned antenna array. Table 4-4 compares the total gain for both the old and new Model 1 antenna arrays. The radiation efficiency for the redesigned elements at corresponding frequencies is shown in Table 4-5, which is similar to Model 1 as shown in Table 4-1.
Figure 4-19 Radiation pattern for redesigned antenna array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Model 1-Total Gain (dB)</th>
<th>Model 1 redesigned-Total Gain (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.60/5.46</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.89/5.79</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>6.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.14/6.10</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.44/6.51</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4 Total Gain of antenna elements for the array models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Radiation Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>77.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>79.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>83.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>88.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-5 Radiation efficiency for redesigned patch Model 1

4.6 Summary

This chapter shows the model development and design of the antenna elements. HFSS was extensively used to simulate the antenna array. This chapter also demonstrates the difference between the theoretical model development and simulation. The next chapter
outlines the experiment and simulation comparison of the antenna array Model 1 to find the antenna characteristics.
Chapter 5 Antenna Array Results

The previous chapter described the simulation results for the basic design parameters such as return loss, input impedance and resonant frequency. In this chapter the simulation results for the antenna array designed are verified experimentally. The antenna array model in Section 4.5.3 was developed for the initial experimental tests. For ease of manufacturing the array size was reduced to 7 cm × 7 cm to make the antenna array more compact. The new array configuration was simulated in HFSS software to identify any changes in the antenna parameters. The centre to centre distance between the patch elements is now 3.5 cm.

5.1 Experimental Model

The experimental antenna array model is built on Rogers 4003 substrate as mentioned in Section 3.6.2. Semi rigid coaxial cable RG402 of length 2.50 cm as well as PCB mount F-SMA (Female SubMiniature version A or simply called as SMA) connectors are used. Figure 5.1 shows the manufactured antenna arrays. F-SMA connectors are soldered to one end of the RG402 cable which in turn connects to the network analyser. Five antenna arrays have been built. Three of the arrays were connected using RG402 cable through F-SMA connectors. In the other two arrays, the F-SMA connectors are soldered directly to the PCB board. This arrangement is to find the effect of the coaxial cable length on the measurements. The antenna arrays are named as Patch1-SMA, Patch2-SMA, Patch3-RG, Patch4-RG and Patch5-RG, where Patch1-SMA and Patch2-SMA have the SMA connector soldered directly to the ground plane and Patch3-RG, Patch4-RG and Patch5-RG use the RG402 coaxial cable. These names will be used to address the experimental model in the following sections and chapters.
The measurements are conducted with the antenna in a vertical plane. The antenna is held on a custom built holder which is 3-D printed from nylon. The antenna holder and the experimental setup for antenna array measurement when it is freely radiating to air is shown in Figure 5.2. The antenna array end is fixed to a measurement ruler which has got a linear scale marked in millimetres.
5.2 Measurement Set Up

The network analyser (NA) Agilent N5230A was used for the antenna array measurements. The network analyser is calibrated to compensate for errors associated with the instrument. The calibration technique followed for this measurement set up was SLOT (Short, Load, Open, Through). The Agilent 85052D 3.5 mm economy calibration kit was used to calibrate the network analyser. Only two ports were utilized for the measurements because of instrument difficulties using the 4 port calibration and measurements. Once the calibration was completed, the NA was used to make measurements on the antenna array. The calibration settings can be saved and they can be used for further measurements, if the test conditions are kept the same. Experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.2. Frequency sweeps between 5-7 GHz and 10 MHz-15 GHz were used, with the frequency changing in steps of 10 MHz. The longer frequency sweep range was used to examine the effect of higher frequency modes.

The antenna array measurement for air was conducted as follows. The terminals of the antenna array were considered as in Figure 5.1, so $T1$ was connected to port 1 of the NA and $T3$ is connected to port 2 to measure the respective antenna characteristics of these two patches. Then $T2$ was connected to port 1 and $T4$ is connected to port 2. The file format obtained was in Touchstone format. Each s2p file lists the input frequency and the 4 complex S-parameters ($S_{11}, S_{21}, S_{12},$ and $S_{22}$). The results obtained are exported into MATLAB for further analysis.

5.3 Experimental Results

The S-parameter values obtained from the NA were $S_{11}, S_{31}, S_{13},$ and $S_{33}$ for the antenna elements $T1-T3$ and is $S_{22}, S_{42}, S_{24},$ and $S_{44}$ for the $T2-T4$. The return loss can be calculated from $S_{11}, S_{33}, S_{22}$ and $S_{44}$ and similarly the input impedance can be obtained by converting the S-parameters to Z-parameters $Z_{11}, Z_{33}, Z_{22}$ and $Z_{44}$. The patch
Patch5-RG was not analysed due to damage to the coaxial cable and patch element while conducting the experiment. Figure 5.3(a) shows the return loss of antenna arrays Patch1-SMA and Patch2-SMA, and Figure 5.3(b) shows this for Patch3-RG and Patch4-RG respectively.

![Graph showing return loss for SMA and RG connections](image)

*A comparison of the experimental results along with simulation is shown in Figure 5.4. This figure also shows simulation and experimental results for the higher order mode $TM_{11}$. The higher order modes were only examined to investigate any possible effect in the frequency range 5-7 GHz. Figure 5.4 clearly shows that the antenna array models with SMA connectors soldered on to ground plane have good return loss which signifies a good impedance match at the terminal. The results also show much better return loss*
compared to the SMA connected boards. The S-parameter $S_{11}$ and $S_{33}$, $S_{22}$ and $S_{44}$ are almost identical and one of each is shown in the figure below.

![Figure 5-4](image link)  
**Figure 5-4** Return loss of antenna elements for simulation and experiment.

The coupling between the antenna array elements is shown in Figure 5.5. Only the major coupling between the elements is shown.

![Figure 5-5](image link)  
(a) **Figure 5-5 (a)-(b)**, (a) Coupling between antenna elements for SMA connected arrays (b) Coupling between antenna array elements with coaxial cable.
The comparison of coupling between the elements is shown in Figure 5.6. The coupling between the elements is less than -30dB. From Figure 5.5 it is clear that antennas of the same type have similar mutual couplings, so one of each is shown in the figure below.

![Figure 5-6 Coupling of antenna elements in simulation and experiment](image_url)

In simulation the Z-parameters can be obtained directly from the simulation software but for the experiments the value of the input impedance at the terminal can be calculated from the S-parameter using the following equations [31]:

$$Z_{in} = Z_0 \frac{(1 + S_{mn})}{(1 - S_{mn})} \quad 5.1$$

where $Z_0$, is the characteristic impedance, which is 50Ω in this case.

The comparison of the parameters from simulation and experiment is shown in Table 5.1. The resonant frequency, return loss and input impedance are compared for the array models; simulation, Patch1-SMA, Patch2-SMA, Patch3-RG and Patch4-RG. The resonant frequencies are slightly different from the simulation but the models with the same connectors/cables have very similar characteristics. The design and results from experiments shows that the antenna array developed has a good impedance match.
One of the reasons for the poorer performance of the RG402 coaxial cable connected antenna array could be due to the effect of soldering on the cable. There is a possibility that the dielectric material in the coaxial cable was changed due to thermal effects while soldering. In practice, the coaxial cable mounted antenna array was very hard to solder compared to the SMA mounted array, so repeated heating might have changed the dielectric properties.
F=Frequency in GHz, R=Resistance in ohm, X=Reactance in ohm, RL=Return loss in dB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Patch1-SMA</th>
<th>Patch2-SMA</th>
<th>Patch3-RG</th>
<th>Patch4-RG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F GHz</td>
<td>R Ω</td>
<td>X Ω</td>
<td>RL dB</td>
<td>F GHz</td>
<td>R Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>58.39</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>41.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>59.02</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>42.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>-9.34</td>
<td>-26.4</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>51.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>47.02</td>
<td>-10.8</td>
<td>-21.2</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>45.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1 Comparison between simulation and experimental results on antenna characteristics.
5.4 Summary

The antenna element parameters such as return loss, resonant frequency, input impedance and mutual coupling are experimentally verified with the simulation results. The design and manufactured arrays have similar characteristics for the SMA connected antenna array, whereas the coaxial cable connected antenna array performs less well.

The next chapter focuses on reflection analysis based on the simulation.
Chapter 6 Analysis of Simulation Reflection Results

6.1 Model Development for Simulation Analysis

The simulation uses the PML boundary which is mentioned in Section 4.3. The simulation environment with an object is as shown in Figure 6.1. PMLs represent complex anisotropic materials. Tensors are designated as PMLs for each direction (axis). These PMLs are joined to form a box of PML walls. An air-box is created around the antenna array along with the OUI (object under investigation). PMLs are automatically created throughout the air-box face. The thickness of the uniform layer obtained is 3 cm and the minimum radiation frequency is 5 GHz. The minimum radiation frequency corresponds to the lowest frequency in the solution setup that has been used in the simulation. The calculated minimum radiating distance from the strongest radiating edge to the PML surface is 4 cm. The antenna elements are excited using a wave port assigned on the coaxial cable. The impedance of the terminal is 50 Ω.

The initial setup for the antenna array simulation is to calculate the antenna characteristics when it is radiating freely into space. In the second arrangement the setup includes a reflecting metal plate of size 11 cm × 11 cm and thickness of 0.20 cm. Metal was used as an object for measurement to maximize the reflection to the receiving antennas. To analyse the antenna reflection characteristics it is desirable to use object with known reflection coefficient and zero dielectric properties.

The metal surface is positioned parallel to the antenna array. The metal is placed at distances along the Z axis in steps of 1 cm from 1 cm to 12 cm from the antenna surface. Figure 6.1 shows the antenna array element radiating to a metal plate 4 cm away from the antenna elements.
The scattering parameters forming a 4×4 matrix were obtained from the simulation with corresponding real and imaginary parts for the frequency sweep for 5 to 7 GHz. The S-parameter matrix has the form:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
S_{11} & S_{12} & S_{13} & S_{14} \\
S_{21} & S_{22} & S_{23} & S_{24} \\
S_{31} & S_{32} & S_{33} & S_{34} \\
S_{41} & S_{42} & S_{43} & S_{44}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The terminals of the antenna elements in the array are named, \( T1 \), \( T2 \), \( T3 \) and \( T4 \) as in Figure 4.11. A fast sweep has been used in the simulation setup so that it provides a field solution for each step within a frequency range. The frequency was swept from 5-7 GHz on all the models with a step size of 10 MHz. The diagonal elements in Equation 5.1 give the values of the reflection coefficients while the off-diagonal elements correspond to the transmission coefficients.

**6.2 Overview of Simulation Analysis with No Reflector**

The antenna array model when freely radiating into space was simulated in HFSS as described in Section 4.5.3. The S-parameter results when freely radiating into space provide values for the reflection coefficients such as \( S_{ij} \). The values of S-parameters
(such as $S_{12}$) measure the mutual coupling between the antenna elements. The data was exported and analysed in MATLAB.

6.3 Magnitude Analysis of the Simulation

The magnitudes of the transmission S-parameters have been calculated from the complex S-parameters. These magnitudes are plotted in Figure 6.2 (The reflection coefficients of the antenna elements in the array were described in Section 4.5.3, Figure 4.18.

![Figure 6-2 Magnitude plot of transmissions coefficient between antenna elements in air.](image)

In this antenna array arrangement, the maximum signal is transmitted between the pairs of patch elements with terminal numbers $T1-T3$ and $T2-T4$. This is expected because these are the patches with the same resonant frequencies.

A simulation was then conducted using a metal plate as a reflecting object as described in Section 6.1. The idea of using metal as an object is to analyse the reflection and to find if the antenna element is able to detect reflection from the object and the location from where it is reflected. The metal plate is placed as shown in Figure 6.1 and it is moved along the $z$ direction from 1cm above the antenna surface, up to 12 cm, in steps of 1cm. The S-parameter results are extracted from the simulations as the metal plate is moved.
The direct antenna coupling is removed from each metal reflection measurement by subtracting the air measurement S-parameter from the corresponding metal reflection S-parameter. Figures 6.3 (a)-(c) show the magnitudes of the S parameters for the measurements. Plots for reflector distances of 1 cm, 6 cm and 12 cm are plotted respectively. The legend in the plot shows the S-parameter, and the letter $M$ corresponds to raw reflection results, and letter $m$ corresponds to reflection results with coupling removed (dotted lines). The numbers following $M$ or $m$ show the step size in centimetres. The $X$ axis is frequency in GHz and the $Y$ axis is the magnitude of the S-parameter.
From Figure 6.3 it is clear that only the major pairs, \( T1-T3, \ T2-T4 \) have significant signal reception near their resonant frequencies. Figure 6.4 shows the amplitude variation for transmission between \( T1-T3 \) and \( T2-T4 \) after removing coupling, as the reflector moves from 1 cm – 12 cm (\( M1-M12 \)). The amplitude of the signal does not vary uniformly as the reflector distance changes from 1 cm – 12 cm.
6.4 Phase Analysis of the Simulation

The analysis of the signal is based mainly on the phase of the S-parameters. One of the main reasons for concentrating on the phase is that the propagation affects the amplitude of the signal in ways that are more difficult to quantify, whereas phase depends mostly on distance travelled and the antenna characteristics. The following section describes how the patch antenna phase information from S-parameter is used to analyse the reflections from reflection coefficient, $S_{11}$. A brief overview of the analysis of the phase of a signal is described here.

According to [84], the general network representation of the input impedance for a patch antenna is as shown in Figure 6.5.
The circuit section is categorised into four sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, where $Z_{in}$ is the input impedance. The explanation for this circuit will be based on the frequency sweep between 10 MHz to 10 GHz, the frequency sweep used for this research. Section 1 represents the low frequency static capacitance of the patch and associated (very small) losses. Note there is no inductance. Sections 2 and 3 represent the resonant frequencies associated with modes 10 and 01. Section 4 represents the total inductance of all the higher modes. For these modes, the effects of resistance and capacitance are negligible in the 5-7 GHz range.
At low frequencies the reflection coefficient curve on a polar plot starts just below the (1,0) point marked as a red dot in Figure 6.6. The patch antenna behave like a static capacitor and the curve follows a semi-circle around to near the (-1, 0) point. For a large range of low frequencies the reflection coefficient is negative and its value is near to -1 with a phase angle of -180°. The value of S11 is very close to -1 (orange) which shows that most of the input signal is reflected back with a 180° phase change.

As the frequency increases and nears the lowest resonant frequency, circuit section 2 will be dominant. The inductive and the capacitive currents cancel out and conduction will be only through the resistor. This is exactly the behaviour of a RLC circuit. The dominant mode will be (1, 0) for section 2 in Figure 6.5. At the resonance, in Figure 6.6 there is a phase shift of 360°. This is the point where the minimum reflection takes place (marked with a green dot) and the curve takes a full circle near to the origin. For the dominant mode (0, 1) at second resonant frequency, the circuit 3 will be dominant and in Figure 6.6 the phase changes by another 360° for the second resonance, the purple
dot. The conduction of current will be through the capacitors in circuits 1 and 2 and through the resistor in circuit 3 and inductor at 4. As the frequency is increased beyond this resonant frequency, the impedance will be inductive due to the higher order modes in the patch. The conduction will be through the capacitors in circuit sections 1 to 3. Mode (1, 1) resonance near 9 GHz causes the reflection coefficient polar plot to go through another 360° rotation as shown by blue dot in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.7 shows the phase angle behaviour for reflection coefficient for the above explanation. The unwrapped plot in degrees is shown in Figure 6.7 for a dual band antenna. Unwrapping of phase means whenever the phase of the S-parameter jumps from -180° to +180° then 360 is subtracted from the phase to make the phase graph a continuous line.

![Figure 6-7 Phase angle plot for the designed dual-band patch antenna.](image)

At low frequencies the magnitude of $S_{11}$ is almost one and most of the signal will be reflected. As the input frequency reaches resonant frequency of 5.75 GHz, the phase angle has a 360° phase change, and at the second resonance near 6.5 GHz another 360° phase change occurs. When the input frequencies increased beyond the second
resonance frequency, the phase angle is approximately -90° it reaches the higher order resonance near 9 GHz.

In Figure 6.8 (a) when a signal is applied to antenna T1 or T2, the signal travels through air, hits the object and some of the signal is reflected back to the transmitting antenna.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-8 (a) Transmission and reflection of wave to same antenna (b) Transmission and reflection of wave to diagonal antennas.**

The total distance travelled by the wave will be:

\[ d = 2d1 \]  

6.2

The ideal phase angle variation for distance travelled for the setup shown in Figure 6.8 (a) is plotted in Figure 6.9 for the frequency range from 5.3 GHz to 6.7 GHz. The numbers shown in the legend represent variation of distance in centimetre from the antenna array to the reflector.
Figure 6-9 Phase angle variation for signal receiving at the same terminal for reflector distance in centimetre.

Similarly when the antenna elements are diagonally opposite as in Figure 6.8 (b) the total distance travelled by the wave will be:

\[ d = 2d_2 \]  

Where \( d_2 = \sqrt{1.75^2 + d_1^2} \)

The variation of phase angle versus frequency is plotted in Figure 6.10

Figure 6-10 Phase angle variation for signal receiving on diagonal antenna element for reflector distance in centimetre.
The data for the Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 were obtained based on the following, for example at 6 GHz wavelength $\lambda = 5$ cm and for an object at 5 cm the total distance $D$ travelled for Figure 6.8 (a) is 10 cm and for Figure 6.8 (b) is 10.59 cm. So the phase in degrees of the wave at 6 GHz is:

\[
\frac{\text{Distance travelled (D)}}{\lambda} \times 360
\]

From the simulation, the S-parameters are exported and the phase of the signal is extracted from the S-parameter after subtracting the coupling effect. The metal is moved through distances 1 cm to 12 cm from the antenna array. Thirteen S-parameter data files are obtained, 12 for the metal reflector and 1 data file when freely radiating to space. The S-parameters $S_{11}, S_{33}, S_{13}, S_{31}, S_{22}, S_{44}, S_{24}, \text{and } S_{42}$ are analysed. The other S-parameters have very low magnitude and can be disregarded. The respective unwrapped phase is plotted for decoupled data as shown in Figure 6.11. The phase variations for 1-12 cm for reflected signal at transmitting antenna $T1, T2$ and S-parameter $S_{13}$ and $S_{24}$ are plotted since they provide the major information about the reflection. The legend in the plot shows the reflection coefficient and letter $M$ corresponding to metal and the numbers following shows the step size in centimetres. The $X$-axis is frequency in GHz and $Y$-axis is phase in degrees.
Figure 6-11 Unwrapped phase plot for antenna elements with metal reflector in simulation, 1cm-12cm for (a) T1 (b) S13 (c) S24 (d) T2.
The variation of phase angles compared with Figure 6.9 for reflection to the transmitter and Figure 6.10 for transmission to the receiver does not agree with Figure 6.11. The phase angle plot in Figure 6.11 needs further compensation so that it follows a pattern which can distinguish the various reflection distances.

First the phase angle can be compensated by adding multiples of 360° so that longer distances have more negative phase angles.

Figure 6.12 (a)-(d) shows the compensated phase angle plot for the simulation model which follows a pattern in which phase of the angle increases as the distance between antenna and metal increased from 1 cm to 12 cm.
Figure 6-12 (a)-(d), Corrected phase angle plot for simulation results (a) T1 (b) S13 (c) S24 (d) T2.
Comparing the graphs in Figure 6.12 it clearly suggest that the reflections received at T1, T2 provide better phase angle for objects that are parallel to the antenna surface. It clearly distinguishes the distance between each step size compared to the transmission coefficient \((S_{13}, S_{24})\) where the initial step sizes are overlapping with each other. This needs to be verified experimentally and the next section will cover the experimental model.

**6.5 Summary**

Chapter 6 describes the reflection analysis of the object as it is moved away from the antenna surface. The phase is analysed to obtain the relation between the distances travelled as the object is moved from the surface. The analysis is based on simulation results for the S-parameters. From the simulation results, it is found that the distance variation from the reflection based on the phase angle can be obtained after compensating. In the next chapter the analysis is performed on the experimental results to verify the simulation analysis.
Chapter 7 Analysis of Experimental Reflection Results

The antenna array and reflector are mounted vertically on two custom built holders similar to the one described in Section 5.1. The antenna array holder is fixed and the reflector holder is moved away from it. A linear scale marked in mm shows the distance from the fixed antenna array to the reflector. The holders are made so that they are centrally aligned. Both the holders are clamped vertically. The antenna array and the metal plate can easily slide through the grooves of the holder. Wooden sticks are placed through the holes inside the holder so that it can be aligned properly. The arrangement is as shown in Figure 7.1.

![Experimental setup for antenna array measurement.](image)

The antenna array measurement for reflection measurement is conducted as follows. The setup is similar to the one used for antenna measurement when freely radiating as in Section 5.2. $T1$ is connected to port 1 of the NA and port 2 is connected to $T2$, $T3$ and $T4$ to obtain the respective antenna terminal measurements. The set of measurements taken are between $T1$-$T2$, $T1$-$T3$ and $T1$-$T4$. Then $T2$ is connected to port 1 and port 2 is connected with the other terminals for their respective antenna element
measurements, $T2-T3$, $T2-T4$, and finally the ports are connected to take the measurements for $T3-T4$. These measurements are repeated with metal in front of the antenna and the distance varied from 1 cm to 12 cm respectively. Measurements are conducted for the other three antenna arrays.

### 7.1 Calibration for Extra Phase in the Measurement

When the NA is calibrated as described in Section 5.2, the measurement plane is brought up to the end of the connectors in the NA that are used to connect the coaxial cable/SMA connector with the antenna array. So the effect of coaxial cable RG402 and the F-SMA soldered to antenna array will add additional phase to the measurement.

The expected graph for the phase angle variation of $S_{nn}$ for the dual band patch antenna is shown in Figure 6.7. Figure 7.2 shows the actual variation of phase for reflection coefficient measurement for Patch1-SMA, Patch2-SMA and Patch3-RG. Only three plots are shown for understanding the effect of the extra phase added due to the coaxial cable/connectors. These are measured when freely radiating. As expected the Patch3-RG with the coaxial cable has a noticeable slope compared to the antenna with the SMA soldered onto the board. The slope is calculated for the phase at each terminal for the reflection coefficient and the phase angle delay/GHz is calculated based on the ideal phase angle variation as in Figure 6.7. This extra phase delay is subtracted from the original phase as in Figure 7.2 to obtain the calibrated phase angle variation as in Figure 7.3 (a)-(c).
Figure 7-2 Phase angle variation in reflection coefficient measurement.
This calibration is conducted for the entire terminal reflection coefficient and for all the antenna array measurements i.e. $S_{11}, S_{33}, S_{22}$ and $S_{44}$ to find the phase delay for each cable/connector associated with the each individual patch element. The S-parameter air measurement (without reflector) was subtracted from the S-parameter metal measurements (with the reflector) to remove the coupling effect and then the extra phase delay is removed.

Referring to Figure 6.8 (a), the extra phase delay at $T1$ is denoted by $2\alpha$ and at $T2$ by $2\beta$. These are the individual phase delays through each terminal. These phase delays can be calculated for $S_{11}, S_{33}, S_{22}$ and $S_{44}$ and subtracted from each terminal. Similarly when $S_{13}, S_{31}, S_{24}$ and $S_{42}$ are considered $(\alpha + \beta)$ is subtracted since the wave travels through $T1$, is reflected from the metal and the received on $T2$. Therefore the total calibration procedure for a reflection from the metal plate at 3 cm distance (for example) will be:

$$S_{11}M3_{cal} = S_{11}M3 - S_{11}Air - 2\alpha$$  

$$S_{13}M3_{cal} = S_{13}M3 - S_{13}Air - (\alpha + \beta)$$

Figure 7-3 Calibrated phase plot for three antenna array build, (a) Patch1-SMA (b) Patch2-SMA (c) Patch1-RG.
\[ S_{33}M3_{cal} = S_{33}M3 - S_{33}Air - 2\beta \]

where \( M3 \) denotes the metal reflector at 3 cm and , \( Air \) denotes the S parameter when freely radiating in air. The same procedure is applied for other antenna terminals and on each antenna array.

7.2 Magnitude Analysis

The magnitude of the reflections received at the terminals \( T1-T3 \) and \( T2-T4 \) are also obtained from the experiment. This magnitude is refined by removing the mutual coupling. The measurements when freely radiating in space are subtracted from each reflection measurements. The magnitude plot for each antenna array as the distance varied from 1-12 cm is shown in Figure 7.4 (a)-(d). Only \( S_{13} \) and \( S_{24} \) are shown as in Figure 6.4, \( S_{13} \) on the right and \( S_{24} \) on the left of each plot. The X-axis is frequency in GHz and the Y-axis is the magnitude and the legend for the plot is shown at the bottom of the figure.
Figure 7-4 Magnitude plot of S13 and S24 for reflections from 1cm-12cm (a) Patch1-SMA (b) Patch2-SMA (c) Patch3-SMA (d) Patch4-SMA.

The magnitude plots of the reflections received by the antenna elements suggest that the antenna array, Patch1-SMA and Patch2-SMA have good reception compared to the other patch antenna arrays.
7.3 Phase Analysis on Experimental Results

An overview of how the phase is used to categorise the reflection at various distance is described in the simulation analysis of reflections in Section 6.4. The measurements are taken for all four antenna arrays and the phase angle is extracted from the complex S-parameters after removing the coupling as well as phase delay using Equation 7.1. The phase angle variations for 1-12 cm for S-parameters are considered here. All the significant S-parameters are considered: $S_{13}, S_{31}, S_{24}, S_{42}$ and the reflected signals received at the transmitter antennas T1, T2, T3 and T4. Since the manufactured antenna array with SMA soldered to the ground plane gave good results, those antenna array models Patch1-SMA and Patch2-SMA are analysed here. Figure 7.5 shows the phase angle variation of S-parameter for Patch1-SMA.

![Phase Angle Variation Graph](image)
Figure 7-5 The phase angle of reflection back to the transmitter and receiver patch for Patch1-SMA antenna array (a) T1 (b) T3 (c) S31 (d) S13 (e) S24 (f) S42 (g) T2 (h) T4

From the Figure 7.5, distances from the reflected object cannot be distinguished based on the phase angle so compensation is applied on the phase angle in multiples of 360° to straighten up the phase angles. Figure 7.6 shows the compensated phase angle of S-parameter for Patch1-SMA antenna array.
Figure 7-6 The compensated phase angle of reflection back to the transmitter and receiver patch for Patch1-SMA antenna array (a) T1 (b) T3 (c) S31 (d) S13 (e) S24 (f) S42 (g) T2 (h) T4

From Figure 7.6 it can be seen that the compensated phase angles of reflection coefficients as well as transmission coefficients has similar characteristics as explained before in Section 6.4. It can be noted that the phase angle pattern from reflection coefficient provides good separation of phase angle between the measurement distances. While for the transmission coefficient phase angles (measurements taken close to the reflector) have overlapping phase angles. For some measurements it can be observed that the phase angles have random jumps. These jumps are caused due to the curve traced by the phase angle (refer Figure 6.6) not completing a full 360° around the origin.

7.4 Summary

Chapter 7 describes a method to use the reflection measurements to calculate the phase angle due to the signal propagation distance. Also this chapter describe calibration procedure that was applied to correct the phase delay in the measurements. The next chapter, Chapter 8, describes a method which can be used to analyse reflection measurements from flat surfaces, based on signal propagation from the transmitter to the receiving antenna.
**Chapter 8 Experimental Analysis Methodology**

This chapter formulates the methodology that can be applied on experimental results to find an effective way to estimate the received signals at receiving antennas, which can then be used to find the reflection coefficient. Least Squares Method (LSM) was used for the data fitting. The theory is based on the references [19, 24, 84] which were covered in Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.5.1 and 6.4.

**8.1 Detailed Explanation on Methodology**

The complex $S_{11}$ from the experimental data (S-parameters) was used to calculate the input impedance of the antenna (Equation 5.1). The input impedance model ($Z_{in}$) assumes there are two modes in the patch antenna element, and is based on the general network model of a microstrip antenna described in Section 6.4.

$$Z_{in} = \frac{R_1}{1 + jQ_1 \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_1} - \frac{\omega_1}{\omega} \right)} + \frac{R_2}{1 + jQ_2 \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_2} - \frac{\omega_2}{\omega} \right)} \quad 8.1$$

$R_1$ and $R_2$ are the resistance, $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ are quality factor and $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ are the angular frequencies for two modes in the network model shown in Figure 6.5.

In Equation 8.1 the first term models the 10 mode and the second term models the 01 mode. These modes correspond to sections 2 and 3 in Figure 6.5. The patch static capacitor is ignored because it has low impedance at the frequencies used in this experiment (6 GHz). The inductance due to higher order modes is also ignored because it also is low impedance at 6 GHz.

To allow for the time delay $t$ due to cabling it is assumed that

$$S_{in} = \frac{Z_{in} - R_o}{Z_{in} + R_o} e^{-j\omega t} \quad 8.2$$
The parameters $t, R_1, Q_1, \omega_1, R_2, Q_2, \omega_2$ are adjusted to get the best fit of this $S_{11}$ to the experimental results. All parameters can be estimated fairly well from the raw data, so the starting point for this fit is close to the final value for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Initial estimate from S11</th>
<th>Best fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>0.121 ns</td>
<td>0.117 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_1$</td>
<td>5.860 GHz</td>
<td>5.853 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_1$</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>1.00 R$_0$</td>
<td>1.11 R$_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_2$</td>
<td>6.540 GHz</td>
<td>6.551 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_2$</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>1.00 R$_0$</td>
<td>1.24 R$_0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8-1 Parameter values used for the data fit

where $t$ is in nanoseconds (ns) and $R_0$ is the characteristic impedance which is 50 $\Omega$.

Once the data fit matches with the experimental $S_{\text{me}}$, the final time delay obtained from the fit can be used to remove the time delay from the experimental results using the Equation 7.1 and actual $Z_{\text{in}}$ can be found from this. Figure 8.1 (a) shows $S_{11}$ in polar plot for the measured $S_{11}$ (red), fitted curve for $S_{11}$ (black) and the actual $S_{11}$ (blue) after removing the time delay. Figure 8.1 (b) shows the input impedance $Z_{11}$ in polar plot, Figure 8.1 (c)-(d) are for $S_{22}$ and $Z_{22}$ respectively. The figure clearly shows that the experimental results and the data fit obtained are almost identical.

The actual $Z_{\text{in}}$ can be used to find the electric field modes at the transmitting antenna. From [84] the input impedance can be written as:

$$Z_{\text{in}} = \frac{V_{\text{in}}}{I_0} \quad 8.3$$

where $V_{\text{in}}$ is the voltage at the feed point and $I_0$ is the current.
The Equation 2.22 can be written as:

\[ E_z(x, y) = \omega l Z_o k \sum_{m} \sum_{n} \frac{\psi_{mn}(x, y)\psi_{mn}(x_0, y_0)}{k^2 - k_{mn}^2} G_{mn} \]  

where \( Z_o = \sqrt{\mu/\varepsilon} \) is the impedance of free space and \( k = \omega\sqrt{\mu\varepsilon} \) is the wave number.

Also the voltage at the feed point can be written as:

\[ V_{in} = -hE_z(x_0, y_0) \]  

where \( h \) is the height of the patch substrate.

Substituting equation (8.5) and (8.4) in Equation 8.3, electric field (E-field) for the two modes can be obtained from \( Z_{in} \). Figure 8.2 shows the E-field modes for the two modes. Figure 8.2 (a) is for antenna element \( T1 \) (refer Figure 5.1) and Figure 8.2 (b) is for antenna element \( T2 \) (refer Figure 5.1).
Figure 8-2 E-field for antenna elements at the transmitting antennas. X-axis shows magnitude and Y-axis shows frequency in GHz (a) Antenna element T1 (b) Antenna element T2

From the two E-field modes the fringing E-field at all four edges of a patch antenna element can be found. The radiation from a patch antenna element for two modes are found using the method in [24], the same equations are mentioned in Equation 2.5.1. The assumption of how the E-fields travel from the transmitter to the reflecting body (metal) to receiver is shown in Figure 8.3. It is assumed that the reflecting object and the antenna array are perfectly parallel to each other. It is also assumed that the reflection coefficient of the reflecting body as -1, being a metal. At the receiver the assumption was made that the received signals are received at the centre of each edge. Black arrows in the figure are for mode 1 E-field and blue arrows are for mode 2 E-fields.
The methods used in this section can be worked backwards at the receiver to calculate the E-field received at the receiver terminal of network analyser. The received signals at the receiver antenna at all the edges can be used to find the signal inside the receiver substrate and the E-fields at all the four edges are combined at the feed point to obtain the E-field at the receiving terminal. From this E-field the S-parameter $S_{31}$ can be calculated. Figure 8.4 shows the polar plots of the transmission coefficients from one patch to another, for reflection measurements by metal at distances of 1 cm – 12 cm, after having removed the coupling effect and the cable time delays. Figure 8.5 shows the polar plots for reflection back to the transmitter patch for the above conditions. The following figures below have a colour code of blue – red – green as the distance varies from 1 cm – 12 cm (In the plots below theory corresponds to values obtained by theoretical calculation and experiment corresponds to measured values evaluated from the experiment).
Figure 8-4 Polar plot of transmission coefficient (a) S13 theory (b) S24 theory (c) S13 experiment (d) S24 experiment

Figure 8-5 Polar plot of reflection back to the transmitter patch (a) Patch T1 theory (b) Patch T2 theory (c) Patch T1 experiment (d) Patch T2 experiment

[Note that the amplitudes of the theoretical plots have been normalised to a maximum value of 1.] The amplitude of S-parameters for metal reflection measurements are plotted for theoretical results (Figure 8.6) and actual measurements (Figure 8.7).
Figure 8-6 Amplitude of reflection back to the transmitter and receiver patch (Theory). X-axis corresponds to frequency in GHz and Y-axis corresponds to magnitude (a) Patch T1 (b) S13 (c) Patch T2 (d) S24

Figure 8-7 Amplitude of reflection back to the transmitter and receiver patch (Experiment). X-axis corresponds to frequency in GHz and Y-axis corresponds to magnitude (a) Patch T1 (b) S13 (c) Patch T2 (d) S24
Figure 8.7 (a) corresponds to amplitude of reflection back to antenna T1 for reflection measurements by removing coupling (here black line in Figure 8.7 shows $S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$ with no metal reflection.) and Figure 8.7 (c) shows the same for antenna T2. Figure 8.7 (b) shows the reflection measurements after removing the coupling for transmission coefficients for T1 to T3 and Figure 8.7 (d) corresponds to T2 to T4.

Figure 8.8 shows the theoretical phase angle variation of reflection back to transmitter and receiver antennas for metal reflection measurements.

![Figure 8-8 Phase angle variation for reflection measurements (Theory) 1 cm - 12 cm. X-axis shows frequency in GHz and Y-axis in degree (a) Patch T1 (b) Patch T2 (c) S13 (d) S24](image)

The plots below are the phase plots for the experimental results which were obtained using the experimental methodology in this chapter. Figure 8.9 shows S-parameter phase angle variation for metal reflection measurements from experiments.
In Figure 8.10 the phase angle variations for transmission coefficient are shown.
Plots in Figure 8.9 and 8.10 show that the phase angle variation from the reflection measurements can be separated. Looking at the Figure 8.9 (c) phase information of reflections back to the transmitting antennas T1 in the region of interest (5.5 GHz – 6.5 GHz), the phase angle line differ with respect to distance more consistently than for T2 in Figure 8.9 (d) whereas in Figure 8.10 (c-d) for distances close to the antenna the phase information can hardly be retrieved. For distances above 4 cm it can be separated well even though the plots differ from the ideal plots as shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.

In Chapter 7 the plots for phase analysis of experiments were shown (Figure 7.6). The phase graph shown in Figure 7.6 was obtained by a very approximate method. The
assumption made was that the phase angle of the signal starts at -180° at 3 GHz and is a constant straight line till the resonance and at each resonance frequency the phase angle undergoes a 360° phase jump. Based on this assumption a time delay for the cable was estimated and subtracted from the measurements. The phase angle correction of 360° for reflection measurements was manually entered. But in this chapter a more accurate methodology has been developed to calculate the corrected parameters which can then be used to obtain true S-parameter measurements.

8.2 Summary

The theoretical model was successfully developed in this chapter. This chapter also describes how the experimental data was fitted, based on the resonance frequency model. The data fitting was almost identical with the experimental results and this chapter also shows how to compensate for time delays that may occur in measurements. The next chapter describes conclusions and future work that can be applied to improve this research.
Chapter 9 Conclusion and Future Work

The objective of the research was to find how effectively signals from the dual-band antenna array are capable of maintaining the phase relation in the measurements. This research helps to identify and improve the design and gives greater insight into phase analysis of reflection measurements. The antenna array designed using HFSS software was experimentally verified and the design fitted well with the experimental results for the antenna characteristics. Theory has been developed to analyse the experimental results and a data fit has been made to the experimental results. This led to the finding of actual S-parameter values which can then be used to find received signal at the receiver antenna. The phase information extracted from the receiver antenna could be used to estimate distance to the reflecting body.

One finding from the phase information is that the distance of the object with respect to antenna array is an important factor. For distances close to antenna, the phase information of the received signals were distorted and it was found that distances above 4cm had good phase angle characteristics, but as the distance increases (beyond 10 cm) the signal strength reduces. The ideal phase angle relation with respect to distance is expected to be a straight line but the results shows that these phase angles are not a straight line. In some cases the angles have sudden phase jumps which tend to overlap with the measurements at other distances. Another reason for not getting a proper phase angle is because of the measurement setup which can cause errors in the results.

This research needs further work to fully establish the reflection coefficient of the object based on the phase information. One way to increase the information from the body is to increase the number of antennas in an array.

One drawback associated with the measurement setup was that the antenna array and the reflecting body were not perfectly parallel to each other, the reason being too much
cable stress at the antenna element terminal made the array to bend along one edge. This may also contribute to the phase jump errors (the S-parameter curve not going around the origin in a polar plot).

The theory for analysis assumed that the signals were constant along each edge of the receiving antenna, equal to the value at the centre of the edge. Improvement in the theory may be achieved by increasing the number receiving points along each edge.

For this research the reflecting object used was metal, but objects with other reflection properties could also be tested.

This research developed a methodology which can use the raw experimental results to calculate the signals received at the receiver. This research has also identified areas that need careful consideration for future work.
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